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,This module is dedicated to
Karen M. Quinn, who will never
be forgotten by those privileged
to know her, and who did more
than her share to .promote CBE.
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The work presented hereip was performed by the National Center°
for Research in Vocational Education on behalf of the National
Alliance of Postsecondary Education Institutions/Districts.
Member districts supporting 'this development effort and the
first workshop conducted at Durham, North Carolina on Novem-
ber 9-12, 1980 were as follows: Bergen Community College,
Bergen, New Jersey; Caldwell Community College and Technical'
.Institute, Hudson, North Carolina; Durham Technical Insti-
tute, Durham, North Carolina; Guildford Technical Institute,
Jamestown, Nprth,Carolina; Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior Col-
lege, Perkinston, Mississippi; State.Fair Comm6nity College,
Sedalia, Missouri; Triden:-. Technical College, Charleston,
South Carolina; and Williamsport Area Community College,
Williamsport, Pennsylvania. The opinionb expressed herein do
not, however, necessarily reflect the position or policy of
any of the sponsors, and no official endorsement by them
should be inferred.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISS/ON STATEMENT

The National Center'for Research in Vocational Education's mission Is to increase the ability
of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning, preparation, and progression. The NationalCenter fulfills its mission

Eby: 4

Generating knowledge through 'research.

Developing educational programs and products

Evaluating ndividual program needS and outcomes

Providing i formation for national planning and policy

Installing e ucational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting leadership development,and training programs
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INTRODUCTION

Competency-based education (CBE) is on of the most .signi-
ficant educational innovations that has surfaCed within the last

. fifty years, .CBE has been endorsed at the local, state. and
national levels, and is also catching the attention of many
international educators.- CBE is a now rapidly growing and sus-
tained movement,. leading to the improvement of instruction.

CBE is an alternative to the conventional approach to
instruction, that has tob often meant frustration and failure,
for too many 'students. CBE acknowledges andi in fact, capital-
izes on the.facilitation'of effective and efficient learning,
which is relevant to the real world of work,.by employing the
learning Orinciples of motivation, individualization, reinforce-
ment of learning, self-pacihg, recognition of,differing learning
styles, provision-of .,frequent feedback, opportunities for prac-

,tice, and active participation.

CBE is being implemented at many levels (secondary, post7
secondary, higher education, adult education) and for many popu7

. lations,(students, teachers, counselors, administrators, and
.others). Staff at the National Center are convinced of its merit
and are continuing to. conduct a number of research and develop-
ment efforts designed td help individuals, eduCational institu-
tions, and state departments implement CBE ill their respective
jurisdictions. States such aS.Florida, Kentucky, Virginia,
New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, 'Illinois, and Michigan
have given CBE their strongest possible endorsement.

This module has been specially prepared to help you arld
other interested vocational and technical educators take a closer
",look at the concepts of CBE, t'he steps involved :in implementing
'CBE, and some of the alternative forms that CBE programs'are
taking. It will also provide you 'with some of the basic 'skills
and knowledge that you and other members of your institution will
need, should you accept .the challenge to implement CBE within
your own institution.
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Organizaton

Module Structure and Use

This module contains an introduction and 11
. sequential learning experiences. Overviews,

which precede.each,learning experience, contain
the objectives for each experience and a brief
description of what the learning experience
involves.

Two types of objectives form the basis of the
learning experiences: a terminal objective and
enabling.objectives. The enabling objectives are
designed to help you achieve the terminal objec-

.

tive. Each learning experience has activities to
help you accomplish the'objective,.and, by uses of
the feedback devices provided, you should be able
to determine if you have reached each objective.

The first ten learning experiences. -are designed to
provide you with the needed background information
and to give you opportunities. to apply that infor-
mation by developing plans for implementing CBE
programs in your own institution. The final learn-

experience is designed to allow you to develop
and implement a competency=b4sed.education program
within, your own institution:

Objectives' Terminal Objective: Within your own institution
develop and.implement a competency-based education
(CBE) instructional program. You will assess your
performance, using the ('Program Developer Perfor-
mance Assessment ForM," pp..181-182. (Learning
Experience XI)

Enabling Objectives:

1. GiVen information on tb principles under-
lying CBE programs, demonstrate knowledge of
the essential elements and detirable charac-
teristics of sudh.programs. (Learning
Experience I)

2. After receiving information about alternative
methods for identifying and/or verifying corn-

. petencies, determine how your institution
should identify competencies' for its occupa-
tional programs. (Learning Experience II)
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3. Given information on CBE materials, determine
the most satisfactory approach to providing
materials for your institution. (Learning
Experience III)

4. Given presentations on the roles of the stu-
dent and the teacher/instructor in a CBE pro-
gram, determine how students and teachers/
instructors in'your institution will be
oriented to these new roles. (Learning
Experience IV)

5. Given information on CBE assessment,proce-
dures and devices, plan for the development
and.use of appropriate evaluation instruments
and grading procedures within your 'institb-
tioh. (Learning Experience V.)

6. Given`information describing alternatiVe CBE
instructional models,;determine the program
features best suitedoto'the 'heeds and charac-
teristics of your institution and your stu-
dents. ALearning Experience VI),

7. Given information abopt various CBE manage-
ment and administratike Options, describe the
options most appropriate for your institu-
tion's mode of operation. (Learning Experi
ehce VII)

,

N-8. Given implementation guidelines,,determine
strategies for initiating the implementa--
tion of CBE at your institution. (Learning
Experience VIII)

9. Based on the work you have completed in the
first eight,learning experiences, prepare a
total plan'for implementing a CBE.progrlam in
your institution. (Learning Experience IX)

10. Given that the workshop is drawing to a
.close, complete a workshop evaluation form
and any other remaining tasks, and submit a
copy of your small group's institutional CBE
implementation plan to a resource person.
(Learning Experience >.

Resources A list of the outside resources that supplement
those contained within the module follows. Check
with your resource person (1) to determine the
availability and the location,of these resources,
(2) to locate additional references, and (3) to
get assistance in setting up activities with
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peers. Your resource per;on skould-also'be con-
tacted if you have any difficulty with directions,
or in assessing your progress at any time.

Learning &xperience I

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to piesent
information on the principles underlying
competency -based education (CBE).

AN .ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whom you
can discuss the principles of CBE.

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERq with whom you
can assess your institution's current and
desired status relative to CBE.

Learning. Experience II

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
information on alternative competency iden-
tification/verification processes.

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whom you.
can plan how you will handle the competency
verification process in your institution.

Learning Experience III

Required

ONE OR -MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
information on CBE materials.

AN ARRAY OF SAMPLE CBE MATERIALS that you
can review and evaluate.

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with *Flom you
can meet to review and evaluate sample CBE
materials.

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS whom whom you
can plan how ybu will provide CBE materials
in your institution.
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Learning, Experience IV

Required

* ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
information on the roles of the student and
'the teacher/instructor in a CBE program. .

A RESOURCE PERSON (1) to role-play a?-stu-
dent whom you need to advise concerning CBE,
or (2),to conducea'role-play of a student
entrance interview' that you can observe.

AN ASSIGNED'GROUP OF PEERS with whom you
can plan how you twill orient students and
imstructional staff at your institution to
CBE. -

Learning Experience V

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
.information on CBE assessment procedures and
devices.

AN ASSIGNED GRQUP OF PEERS with whom you
can plan what OE assessment procedures you
will use in your institution.

Optional

* A,,RESOURCE PERSON to lead the group in
developing an assessment device for a given
competency.

Learning Experience VI

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
information on alternative CBE instructional
models-

* AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whom you
can plan the instructional model you will
adopt at your' institution.



Learning Experience VII

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
information on various CBE management and
administrative options,

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whom you
. can plan how you will manage and administer
CBE in your institution.

Learning Experience VIII

Required

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to present
'information on implementation 'guidelines.
AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whom you
can plan how you will initiate the imple-
mentation of CBE at your institution.'.

Learning Experience IX

Required

AN ASSIGNED GROUP OF PEERS with whoM you //
can compile a single tentative CBE
mentation plan.

.

Learning Experience X

Required' 3
,

ONE OR MORE RESOURCE PERSONS to lead the
4 group in completing the finishing-up activi-'

ties for the workshop.

Learning Experience XI

Required

AN ACTUAL SE9ONDARY OR POSTSECONDARY
INSTITUTION in which you can develop and

11: implement a competency -based education
program. /,
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. Selected Terms Administrator -- refers to a member of the second-
, ary or postsecondary administrative team. This

generic term,. except where otherwise specified,'
refers to the community college president, vice-
president, dean, or director; or tc) the secondary
school. principal,, director, or superintendent.

Board -- refers to the secondary or postsecondary
educational governing'bOdy. Except where other-

-wise specified, the term board is used to refer
to a board of education and/or a board of
trustees.

Competency -- refers to achievement of the knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes required to perform a
given task.

Competency-Based Education -- refers to an
apprbach,to instruction in which the emphasiS is
on developing specified CoMpetencie rather than
on just gaining knowledge of how to do something.

Institution refers to a secondary or post-
secondary educational agency. Except where other-
wise .speci£ied, this generic'term is used to refer
synonymously to secondary schools, secondary voca-
tional schools, area vocational schools, community
colleges, postsecondary vocational and technical
schools, and trade schools.

Learning Package refers to the type of learning
materials that are developed for most competency-
based education programs and Organized into modu7
iar form. Learning packages vary widely in form,
length-, and scope from program to progam. Some,
consist'of a one- or two -page outline, while
others are comprehensive, self - contained instruc-
tional packages of fifty or more pages each.,

)

Resource Person refers to the workshop staff
and consultants.

.

Student refers to a person Who is' enrolled and-
receiving instruction in a. secondary or postsec-
ondary edidcational institution.

Teacher/Instructor, these terms are used inter-
changeably to refer,to the person who is teaching
or instructing students in a secondary or post-
secondary educational institution.

8
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Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

Given irfformatidnon the principles underlying CBE
programs'

p
ams, demonstrate knowledge of the essential

eiempats and desirable Characteristics of stich
progr ms.,_

.

cAtiVity
.

(Optional
ikttsActivity

v

Activity

You.will, be attnding a'large7g.r.oup presentation
'-ofi the. princiiiles underlyIng competency-based-
education (CBE). Xoti will also hate the oppor-
tunity to partiCipate in a question-and=answer
session following the presentation.

You. may wish to read the information sheet,
"Competency-Based Education (CBD): Character-.
istica and PriKcipleW pp- 11-23.

,.
You will be partici:lating in a small-group discus-
sion concerning the 1,.!:inciples of CBE, using the
"CBE Related Questions for Thought," pp. 25-27,_, ag
a basis. for the discussion.

9
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`OVERVIEW continued

You will be evaluating your knowledge of the
essential elements and desirable characteristics
of BE programs by comparing your responses to
the-"CBE-Related Questions for Thought" with the
responses given orally by your peers and/or
resource person.

You and the other members of your assigned small
group will be completing the "CBE Implementation"
Plan," sections 1, 2, and 3a, pp. 29-30, which
relate to your institution's current status and
desired situation concerning CBE.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing sections 1, 2, and 3a,of the plan,
using the "CBE Implementation Plan Checklist:
Status and Goals," p. 31.

10



,Activity Attend a large - group. presentation concerning the
principles underlying CBE programs. This presen-
tation will include the following topics:

-yr

Optional
ktpActivity

Need for CBE'

State of the scene in CBE

Essential elements and desirable characteris-
-tics of CBE- programs

4, Elements of learning theory--the educational
principles--that underlie effective CBE pro-
grams

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning these topics.

For a written review of the material covered in the
above presentation, you may wish to read the follow-
ing information sheet,

COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATIO1&(CBE):
CHARACTERISTICS AND PRINCIPLES

Essential Elements and Desirable Characteristics

Traditionally, in all of education, we have accepted the
option of making learning the variable and time the constant.
Whenever we say that a course involves so many hours of instruc-
tion, we are openly admitting our acceptance of this historical
approach to education. A'set number of hours per course is
admittedly an administrative and planning convenience that is
hard to-give up. However, under these circumstances, our teach-
ing is often geared to covering as much information as possible
in the time permitted, in hopes that enough' will be learned to
allow our students to be successful.

Many persons feel it is about time that those of us involved
in vocational and technical education should be opting to imple-
ment programs in which learning is the constant and time the
variable. Vocational educators in many states, including
New York, Kentucky, Florida, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania,
are currently working hard to make this option a -reality in

11
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their vocational and-technical education programs through the
implementation of competency-based education (CBE).

Before proceeding,. it should be noted that terms and acro-
nyms for these programs abound: CBE, PBE, CSD, CBAE. What is
important is that all such programs, regardless of the specific
names attached to h-e-m, should possess the essential and desir-
able characteristic's described below in order to be considered
truly competency -.or performance-based. Figures 1 and 2 are
provided to familiarize you with some competency/performance-
based terms and program features.

To understand fully the meaning of CBE, one must be aware of
the essential elements and desirable.characteristicsl of such
programs. There are five essential elements:

1. Competencies to be achieved are carefully identified, v
verified, and made public in advance--This simply means
that the important entry-level competencies for any
occupational program area must be identified in some
appropriate manner, verified as relevant by experts who
should know that field, and then made known to students
and everyone else inteested in what the program is
designed to teach.

2. Criteria to be used in assessing achievement and
conditions under which achievement will be assessed are
explicitly stated and made public in advance--This means
we are going to eliminate guessing games about what ,

parts of the course are important and tell students
exactly how their performance will be evaluated. The
implementation of this essential element also means,.
that we are giving Up the traditional norm-referenced
approach to the evaluation of student achievement in
which the focus is on comparing a student's progress.
witH that of other students. In its place, we are
adopting the criterion-referenced approach in which
each individual student's progress is compared with
previously established criteria that are made known to
all who are concerned.

N

1. The essential elements and desirable characteristics
presented here are adapted from hchievin2gplePotential of
Performance-Based Teacher -Education: Recolrientiation>, PBTE
Monograph Series: No. 16 (Washington, DC: "American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1974).

12
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FIGURE 1

pOMPETENCY/PERFORMANCE-BASED EDUCATION TERMS

Programs for Secondary and Postsecondary Students

CBE Competency-based education

CBI - Competency -based instruction

PBI - Performance-based instruction

PBE - Performance-based education

CBVE - Competency-based vocational education

Programs for Teachers/Instructors in University Settings

'PBTE - Performance-based teacher education

CBTE - Competency-based teacher education

PBVTE Performance-based vocational teacher education

CBVTE - Competency-based vocational teacher education

C/PBTE - Compecency/Performance-based teacher education

P/CBTE Performance/Competency-based teacher education

Programs for Teachers /Instructors in Staff Development Settings

CBSD - Competency-based staff development

PBSD - Performance-based staff dev'gPment

Programs for Administrators

CBAE - Competency-based administrator education

PBAE Performance-based'adminiStrator education

Programb for Guidance Personnel

CBSD/GP Competency-based staff -development for guidance personnel

Programs' kor Adults

CBAE - Competency-based adult education

Occupational Analysis

DACUM Developing A Curriculum - (a process for conducting an
occupational analysiar

13



FIGURE 2

COMPETENCY/PERFORMANCE-BASED PROGRAMS ORGANIZER

Preferred
Term

Other Commonly
Used Terms

Essential Ele-
manes/Program

Characteristics

Group(s)
Referred To

Type of
Competencies

.

.

!CAVE Materials Planned Future
Work by NCRVE

CBE
_

COMPETENCY-
BASED EDU-
CATION

.

CBI
FBI

PRE
CBVE

THESE ARE THE
SAME FOR ALL PRO-
CRAMS AND GROOPS;
in short:

1. COMPETENCIES
ARE IDENTI-
FIED, VERI-
FIED, AND
MADE PUBLIC

2i CRITERIA AND
CONDITIONS
FOR ASSESg:
!SENT ARE

SPECIFIED AND
MADE PUBLIC

3. PROGRAM PRO-
VIDES FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPMENT
OF COMPETEN-
CIES

4. ASSESSMENT
REQUIRES
ACTUAL PER-
FORMANCE

5. STUDENTS
PROGRESS AT
THA IR owu
RATE

L

- Secondary,
postsecondary,
and adult voca-
clonal and
technical stu-
dents

- Technical and
vocational
skills

- Sources include
DACUM, V -TECS,

curriculum labs
- Ohio State T E. I

Instructional
Materials Lab
has about 120
occupational
analyses

- Alliance for
Careeriand
Vocational Edu-
cation has some
materials

- CETA/STIPP
project has pro-
dined materials
for eight occu-
pational areas

.

- Development of
2-3 day workshop
module

- Development of
8-10 PBTE modules
dealing with
competencies
teachers need

PBTE

PERFORMANCE-
BASED
TEACHER
EDUCATION

CBTE
PBVTE
CBVTE
C/PBTE
P/CBTE

- Preservice and
inaervice voca-
tional teachers
and instructors

- Four-year
college or
university-
based teacher
education
programs

*

- Professional
(pedagogical)
teaching skills

- Several crape-
tency lists
exist includ-
ing NCRVE; 100
(based on
Correll 384) .

- Hamilton et al.
380 special
needs cape-
tencies

- 100 PBTE mod-
ules, 5 sup-

*porting docu-
tents, 3 slide/
tapes, dl pub-
liahed by AAVIM

- Also available
from NCRVE is a
staff designed
workshop module
for training
resource persons

.

- Development of
approximately 16
modules for
teachers working
with special
needs students

- Development of .

8-10 modules on ,

implementing CBE
- Workshops for
training resource
persons

CPSD

COMPETENCY-
BASED STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

t

--__,

- :nservice voca-
tional teachers
and instructors

- Staff develop-
went program
operated in a
secondary or .

two-year post-
secondary agency;
or in business/ A.,-

industry settings

Same as above

.4

Same as above

Workshop module
for,training .

resource persons

CBSD implementa-
tion guide

,

- Workshops for
training resource
persons

i

CBAE

CCMPETENCY-
BASED ADMIN-
ISTRATOR
EDUCATION

NOTE: This may
be confused with
competency-based
adult education

-

Secondary and
postsecondary
administrators of
vocational and
technical edusar
tion programs

.

-

- ^ Professional

leadership,and
management
skills

- Several lists
exist including
Norton et al.
166

- 6 modules
- -1 user's guide
- 1 research
report

- 1 development
report

- Alternattve
Delivery'Etrate-
giea Report

- Annotated Bib- p

liography, of

Instructional
Materials

An additional
20-24 modules
supported by a
consortium of
states: Florida,
Illinois, Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
North Carolina,.
New York, Texas

.

CBSD/GP

COMPETENCY-
BASED STAFF
DEVELOPMENT
FOR GUIDANCE
PERSONNEL

,

Career guidance
personnel

Career guidance
career Bevel-
oprient skills
in 6 areas:
planning, sup-
porting, imple-
tenting, opera[-
ing, evaluating,
special popula-
tions

- 36 developmental
draft modules in
6 categories --'

- supportive mate-
rials including
slide/tape
presentation

Publication of
the 36 modules
and swppprt mate-
rials including
a slide/tape
presentation

CBAE

COMPETENCY-
BASED ADULT
EDUCATION

NOTE: This may
be confused with
competency-based
adminiatrator
education

Adult education
teachers/
instructors

- Conference pro-
ceedinga

- Directory of
programs

- Pro6ram descrip-
tions

- Project final
report

None at present

.
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.

3. The instructional program provides for the irOividual
development and evaluation of each ofthe competencies
specified--What we are saying here is, simply that each
student shall be giVen the opportunity to develop each
of the competencies important to his/her training pro-
gram, and that each student will be given the oppor-
tunity to demOnstrate attainment of each competency.
This essential elementhas strong implibations regard-
ing the need-to individualize CBE programs to the maxi-
mum extent possible and for the type of instructional
materials- needed to make individualization possible.

4. Assessment of coMpetenoy:takes the students' knowledge
.and attitudes into account but,tequires actual perfor-
mance of the competency as the.Primary source of'evi-
.dence--CBE goes beyond the traditional edudational
expectation that. students should know the "now" and
"why" of thingS and places a strong emphasis on the
"ability to do" as well. Of.course, in order to perform
a task correctly; th student will need 'to acquire the
necessary prerequisi e
ing the necessary pre equisite knowledge and attitudes

knowledge and attitudes. 4cquir-

involved, however, does not by itself ensure the stu-
dent's actual ability to perform important competencies.
It is with regard to this essential element of CBE that
many programs 'fall short, xelyiing instead only upon
paper-and-pencil tests of cogditivel.understanding as
proof of competency. While, such measures can appropri-
ately be used to, assess prey quisite'-knowledge, they
must be supplemented by _ormance-oriented, process-
and-product checklists r othet measurement devices that
permit assessment of the student's actual abllity to
perform the expected competencies..

5. Students progress through the instructional program at
their own rate by demonstrating the attainment of speci-
fied competencies--Said in another way, we want to make:
time the variable and learning the constant._ Again, it
is clear that some individualization Of instruction is
called for. While student progress is dependent upon
the deMonstration of competencies, this element does not
mean that reasonable time limits'cannot be imposed upon
the students. Some persons may'want to interpret this
element to mean that only the student is accountable for

--, his/her progress. Not so--a CBE program places account-
ability for learning squarely upon the shoulders of both
the learner and the instructor.

15
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The additional desirable characteristics of CBE programs are
as follows:

1. Instruction individualized to the maximum extent poS-
sible, rather than group-paced.

2. Learning experiences are guided, by freqUent feedback.

3. Emphasis is on helping the student achieve program exit '

requirements.

4. Instruction is individually paced rather than time -
based.

5. Instruction is, to a considerable extent, field-
centered--based on realistic work problems and situa-
tions.

6. Instruction is often modularized and uses materials with
both required and optional learning aqtivities to help
achieve flexibility and provide for different learning
styles.

7. The program as a whole is carefully planned and system-
atic (e.g., concerned staff are involved in planning,
and evaluation data is used for program improvement).

To help the reader visualize some of the major differences
between a CBE program and a conventional program of vocational
education,' twelve factors related to each of the programs are
presented below. Admittedly, few of today's programs would

mostexactly the criteria, for either/type of program. While most
actual programs are probably located somewhere between the two
extremes, the comparison helps to summarize some of the basic
differences inherent in the two approaches.

Conventional
.Vocational Programs

1. Content-Based

2. Time-Based

'3. -Group Paced

4. Group Necds

5. Delayed Feedback

6. Textbook/Workbook Materials
.

7. Limited-Field Experience

8. Lectures, Demonstrations

9. General Objectives

16
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Competency -Based
Vocational Programs

Com e ncy7Based

Performance-Based

Individually Paced

Individual Needs

Immediate Feedback

Modules and Media Materibls

Learning in the Field

Assistance of Resource'
Person

Specific Objectives



Conventional
Vocational Programs

.10. Subjective Criteria

11. Norm-Referenced

12. _.Final Grades

Cbmpetency-Based
Vocational Programs

Objective Criteria

Criterion-Referenced

Student CoMpetence

Whether you are-implementing your own CBE program, helping
another teacher or instructor implementrs-ikh a program, or in the
position of evalbating programs implel:ented by others, some means
of formative evaluation can be very helpful. With the essential
elements and the desirable characteristics in mind, a Competency-
Based Education Program Evaluation Checklist (see sample 1) has
been devised to help you assess the status of any CBE program.
It is recognized that difrerent states and school systems have
somewhat differing philosophies' about what CBE is and, hence4
the checklist may have to'modified somewhat to fit-local philoso-
phies. Nevertheless, j_t is felt that the criteria listed, reflect
the minimum essential program elements that are generally recog-
nized as necessary to assure overall program quality. It is
hoped that the instrument can be used in a positive way to pro-
mote further the implementation of high-quality CBE programs that
will better meet the vocational and technical education needs of
our youth a.nd adults.

The Educational Princi les That Helped to Form
Competency-Based Education

The rapidly increasing movement toward competency-based
vocational education has come about because educators have done
some serious rethinking about the assumptions on which vocational
training is founded, how students learn, and what can be done to
organize pragra4s,..sso more trainees can succeed in entering their
chosen occupations. This rethinking has been influenced by
recent research results that lead to the view that, given favor-
able learning conditions, most people of the world can learn
almost anything. Combined with a systems apprdach.to instruc-
tion, this mastery learning principle of instruction is havinTa
powerful effect on contemporary vocational education.2

The variable time and content mastery aspect of competency-
based education (CBE) is an extension and elaboration of the

_work of John Carroll in the 1960s and Benjamin, Bloom in the

2. Some of the material in this section has been adapted from
a presentation by William C. Knaak, Superintendent, 916 Vo/Tech
Center, White Bear Lake,' Minnesota.

V
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SAMPLE 1

COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Program

Name

Date

Directions: Indicate the extent to which the program being evaluated has implemented each of the following essential
elements and desirable characteristics by checking the appropriate box under Level of Implementation.

Level of Implementation

A. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS: .

1. Competencies to be achieved by the students have been:

P Dor Fair Good Excellent
.

a. carefully identified ' ,

b. verified by local experts
c. made public .

,

0,'
2. Criteria for assessing each of the verified competencies have been: .

r : --a. derived from analysis ofthe competencies .
b.. explicitly stated &Ong with conditions
c. made public .

3. Instructional program provides for the:
a.. individual development of each competency
b. individual assessment of each competency . C

4. Assessment of the students' competency:
a. takesknowledge into account C
b. takes attitudes into account
c. requires actual performance of the competency as the major

source of evidence

C

0
5. Students progress through the program:

a. at their own rate
b. by demonstrating their competence

B. DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS .

6. Instruttion is individualized to the maximum extent possible

7. Learning experiences are guided by frequent feedback Ti

8. Emphasis is upon students' achievement of exit requirements

9. Instruction is individually paced rather than time-based

10. Inthruction' is field-centered using realistic work situations )nd
actual on -tie -job experiences .0

11. Instructional materials are:
a.' modularized ,
b. mediated

.- c. flexible with both required and optional learning activities provided

I2. The instructional program as a whole is carefully planned and systematic' evaluation data is used for program improvement. , .

Level of Implementation: lh a fully implemented CBE program, all items will receive am excellent response. If any item
receives a Poor or Fair response, you should meet with your competency -based education program, coordinator to
determine what changes are needed and how you can get help in making them.

18
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early 1970s. In reporting his work, Bloom says that he has--
found three principles of learning that dominate educational
thinking in the world. The first, and traditional, principle
is as follows:

There are good learners and there are poor learners.

This concept of, learning. has a long and honored tradition
and is, even'now, held by about 85 percent of the people of the
world. In this view, the .ability to learn is considered to be a
relatively permanent trait of the individqal. Individuals, it is
said, possess different amounts of the ability to- learn, and the
amount is not apt to changeover time. A quantitative index of
learning ability can be derived by using appropriate tests of
intelligence, aptitude, or aohievement. Aptitude is'directly

.correlated with achievement, so the notion goes, and. a student's
position on the normal curve of learning will probably. remain
fairly constant'betweenthe, third grade and eleventh. grade.

Based on this traditional principle of learning, the impor-
tant task of the school is to teach .those who can learn and weed
out poor learners. Grading systems are built .on 'this', and track-
ing systems are designed toMake it administratively. functional.
Most students, parents,, teachers, and adMinistrators accept this
idea, whether they actually think about it or not. In recent
Years, however, there has been a significant eroSion:of the
traditional principle of learning.

During the early 19'60s'a great interest developed in the
Carroll. Model of School Learning, which says, in effect, the

. following:

There are faster learno7:s and there are slower learners.

It' is not entirely clear whether rate of learning is considered
permanent trait, or whether it can be changed with instruction
and practice. In any case, much effort has' been expended in
finding ways by which slower learners can be provided with the
extra time and special help they need in order to attain the
criteria of achievement. Individualization of instruction and
open-entry/open-exit vocational programs are examples of"the ways
in which educators have sought to meet the needs of slower and
more rapid learners.

In the research undertaken in educational laboratories and
classrooms. throughout the world, it has become evident that a
large proportion of slower learners may ultimately learn sPeci-
fied 'content as well as faster learners. When slower learners do
succeed in meeting the same criterion as faster learners, they
also seem to be able,t6 learn equally complex and abstract ideas,
they can retain these ideas equally well, and they can apply the
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ideas to new problems--this in spite of the fact that they
tially need more time and help_to learn than others. FUrther-
more, slower learners' attitudes toward school subjects in-' which
they attained achievement are just as positive as those of taster
learners.

Perhaps about 14 percent the people of the world now
accept this concept of education.. Recent research appears to
strengthen the idea, but at the same time it is being superceded

,-by a more comprehensi/e principle championeil'by Benjamin Bloom--
one that brings us still closer to competency-based vocational
instruction.

During'the past decade or so, Bloom and his st,dentsthave .

done research that has .gi:ven us a different view of the potential
of students. Bloom's mastery learning principle contends the
following:

Most students become very similar with reg.Lrd to learn-
ing ability, rate of learning, and motivation for fur-
ther learning--when provided with favorable learning
conditions.

This research seriously questions :the first, two principles
concerning permanence of good and poor learning ability, and fast
and slow learning, characteristics. In mastery learning experi-
ments, students who did achieve mastery of the material in a
block of- instruction, proceeded to the next block. Students who
did not achieve mastery the first time received additional learn-
ing treatments. Research results demonstrated that (1) students
become more alike in their learning rate as they proceed in a'

omastery learning' situation, '(2) 80 to 95 percent of students can
achieve mastery if they have mastered prerequisite.knowledge and
skills,'and (3)' mastery'students increasingly apply themselves
to 'learning (reaching the 85- to 90-percent level) while students
in traditional settings dropped to 40'percent in application to
learning.

The term favorable learning conditions in mastery learning
is, of course, the crucial element. This may include extra time,
additional instruction, a variety of instructional media, and
field-based learning experiences, among other things.

All of this has far-reaching implications for'teac er train-
ing, classroom and laboratory instruction, grading proce res,
how schools are organized, and the development of new voc tional
curricula. It meansthat schools should provide for a variety of
student 'earning styles and rates, that students should demon-
strate competence in one skill before moving on to another, and
that teachers must be able to deal with students as individual
learners rather than as members of a group. It also implies that
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-Subject-matter content must be careful-1y defined and organized.
In short, it leads to an instructional program like that espoused
by proponentS of competency-based education.

Related to the educational principles previously mentioned
are several psychological (learning theory) bases for self-paced
learning, which is one of the essential elements of CBE programs.
,These psyChological bases were recently articulated by the'
Faculty and Instructional Development Office of San-Jose State
University, San JoseCalifornia, as follows:

. .%

Self-paced learning methods "are ways of .improv-
ing instructional programs. There are a number of
psychblogical reasons that support this success. They
.include the following:

.1. Students need structure and direction for
their study - -For some students, being inforMed
of the objectives fQr their study reveals only
the requirements. .JRthers are able to see the
broader significance of the study they, will
pursue.

2. Students learn at different rates--Learning
experiences Should be designed so that each
student'may proceed at, his own pace and possi=
bly on his own ability level, using materials'
that are most'appropraite for him or her.'

3. Students' interests. and motivation vary--All
students are neither ready for studying a
topic at the same time, nor does each one_want 1
to learn the same content at the'same time.

4. For best results, content should be sequenced
and handled in small amounts--Students can
acquire more information and retain it longer
when they see that the content As systemat-
ically organized.and gresented to them as
separate concepts .hat build toward principles
and problem-solving.

5. Learning requires active ah .gation--Learn-
ing is an activity and must ... performed by
the,student and not by the teacher through
some kind of transmission process. One of the
instructor's main functions is to organize and
make content available to students i?,the,best
possible form.

1 1
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6. Learning should be successful for continued
learning to take place--When a student e,xperi-
ences success, 41e/she will also experience
satisfaction and be motivated to continue the
efforts to learn. This requires opportunities
for the student to test'his/her understanding
and application of knowledge and skills, and ,\

to be informed of his/her success or need for
improvement.

Vocational programs that are based on the rigorous identi-
fication,of occupational skills. (competencies), individualized
(to the maximum extent possible) and time-free instruction, and
student mastery.of each competency, show many clear advan4ageg
over conventional programs. The advantages are not easily real-
ized, however, nor are they automatic or.inevitable. Among the
most important,educational (as:opposed to management) reasons for
CBE are the following:

The learner progresses at his/her own best rate to.
achieve occupational skills.

More learners achieye competence than is.possible in
group-centered instruction.

Learners may achieve competence in a shorter period of
time.

o The learner builds self - confidence and self-esteem by
succeeding in learning.

Students learn to help each other rather than compete
for grades.

The content of instruction is well organized and consis-
tent.

The final product (the entry-level worker) is more uni-:
form in basic skills and abilities.

-Students can learn according to their preferred learning
styles:

School and college occupational programs designed. to. capi-
talize on the educational advantages of CBE find that there are
also very significant administrative and management benefits to
this approach. In fact, it can be argued that the management'
reasons for CBE are in 'themselves justification enough. Among
the most important of these reasons are the -following:

Students are not required to repeat learning of skills
previously acquired.

Students can obtain ready access to instructional pro-
grams.

22
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Students with a wide range of entry-level'skills can be
accommodated. V

Programs are readily revised and kept current.

O The instructional staff can be utilized more effi-
ciently.

Facilities can be utilized more fully and efficiently.

® The placement of graduates in jobs is facilitated.

O Handicapped students can complete the segments of an
instructional program that they are able to do. .
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Break up into your assigned small groups, and dis-
cuss the principles of CBE, using the following "CBE-
Related Questions for Thought" as a basis.3 It is
suggested that you consider one section of statements
(e.g., section A) at a time. Do all members of the
group agree with the items in that section? Why or
why not? How will that affect your approach to CBE?

CBE-RELATED QUESTIONS FOR THOUGHT

A. Is it all right for a learner to do the following:

1. Begin learning at a time of his/her choosing.

2. Complete learning at an undetermined time.

3. Work. at his /her. own pace.

4. Study what he/she wants to study.

5. Be actively involved in setting his/her own objectives.

6. Learn in a field-based (real) environment.

7. Accept more responsibility for learning.

8. Take advantage of his/her personal learning style.

9. Actively participate in the evaluation of his/her
progress.

3. Adapted from a list developed by James Pollard, Spokane Com-
munity College, Spokane, Washington.
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B. Is it all right for a learner NOT to do the following:

1. Study in the same manner as other students in the same
program.

2. Use the same material for learning as other students.

3. Use the same learning experiences as others,

4. Progress at the same rate as others in his/her class.

C. Is it all right for an instructor to do the following:

1. Teach the same subject in a different way from one
quarter to the next.

2. Use different learningtactivities for different stu-
dents.

3. Work with students in small groups and individually.

4. Assign out -of -class activities instead of requiring
classroom attendance.

5. Use media to present information.

6. Assist students in self-evaluation rather than cri-
tiquing paper-and-pencil assignments.

7. Ask learners how they feel they did rather than simply
assigning letter grades.

8. Hold learnetS accountable-for the mastery of specific
tasks or skills rather than assigning normative scores
based on paper-and-pencil examinations.
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- 9. Expect the learner to accept more responsibility for
learning.

10. Use to advantage the individual cognitive learning
skills of students.

11. Allow learners to choose some electives from a list of
competencies rather than having them complete only pre-
determined objectives.

12. Prepare learning plans that help students Yearn rather
than preparing lesson plans that help teadhers teach.

13. Be available when the student needs the instructor
rather than requiring the students to be in attendance
when the instructor is scheduled to teach.

Is it all right for an instructor NOT to do the following:

1. Rely primarily on lectures as a method of instruction.

2. Expect every student to achieve the same skills in the
same class.

3. Expect all students to achieve at the same rate.

4. Assign grades before the students have demonstrated
competence.

There is no formal feedback device for this activity'.
Your understanding of the principles underlying CBE
and their importance should have been demonstrated
through your participation during the discussion of
the "CBE-Related Questions for Thought." If you are
still unclear about any of these principles, you may
wish to review the information sheet provided as an
optional activity within this learning experience.
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the following sections
of the "CBE Implementation Plan." In planning to
develop and implement' a CBE program in your own
institution, you will be working with the same small
group throughout this module. It is suggested that
yoliappoint a recorder for your group, who will be
responsible for ensuring that, as you discuss each of
the following topics and questions, key points and
decisions are documented on the planning document. A
resource person will be available to assist you as
needed.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

l.. Present Situation: Briefly outline the current statusof CBE
implementation efforts at'your institution.

What specific positions have the board or.administration
taken in regard to CBE?

What, if any, programs are already totally or partially
competency-based?

What CBE activities, if any, have been planned or con-
ducted?
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2. Desired Situation: Indicate any, specific goals or objectives
for the improvement of instruction that have already been
established.

Is funding and staff available to facilitate change?
O Are there any known constraints or concerns that, may
impede change? If so, what are they?

3. CBE Program Components: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in.terms of its app(4cat,ion to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

a. Essential Elements and Desil,Able Charact- istics of CBE:
Review the five essential elements of CBE .nd the asso-
ciated desirableCharacteristics.

Can your institution accept each of these CBE fea-
tures?

o What, if any, features would have to be deleted or
modified for your institute? Why? What implications
does this have for the quality of your CBE program?

After your group has completed the previous sections
of the implementation plan, use the "CBE Implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Status and Goals," p. 31, to
eyaluate your work.
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: STATUS AND GOALS

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

C.

In describing your institution's current
status and desired situation concerning
CBE, you:

1. were able to identify how the board
and administration regard CBE

2. described CBE programs and activi-
ties already planned or underway

3. were able to identify funds avail-
able to implement CBE 4

4. were able to identify staff avail-
able to implement CBE

5. were able to identify known con-
straints or concerns

6. noted any CBE features that would
have to be deleted or modified for
your institution

7. considered carefully how these dele-?
tions or modifications would affect
the quality of your CBE program

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO PARTIAL FULL

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Learning Experience

OVERVIEW

Optional
Activity

After receiving information about alternative
methods for identifying and/or verifying compe-
tencies, determine how your institution should
identify competencies for its, occupational pro-
grams.

You will be attending a large-group presentation
on alternative competency identification/verifi-
cation processes., You will also have the oppor-
tunity to participate in a question-and-answer
session following the presentation.

You may wi-41 to read the information sheet, "Iden-
tifying and Verifying Occupational Competencies,"
pp. 35-46.

You and the other members of,your gssigned small
group will be completing the "CBE Implementation
Plan," section 3b, p. 47, which relates to how you
will handle the competency identification process
in your institution.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing section 3b of the plan, using the "CBE
Implementation Plan Checklist: Competencies,"
pp. 49-50.
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Activity Attend a large-group presentation concerning alter -
_native methods for identifying and/or verifying
competencies. This presentation will include the
following topics:

O 'Traditional competency identification methods

Optional
Activity

Other methods, e.g., DACUM

O Importance of verification

Verification methods

Sources of existing competency lists

Workshop participants with experience in identifying.
and/or verifying competencies may be asked to share
their experiences with the groUp. The presenter(s)
will provide opportunity for you to raise questions'
concerning these topics.

For a summary of information concerning.the compe-
tency identification/verification process, including
addresses for sources of existing competency lists,
you may wish to read the following information'
sheet. 4

IDENTIFYING AND VERIFYING OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCIES

Singe the first essential element of any competency-based
educatimi (CBE) program involves carefully identifying, verify-ing, and making public the competencies that are important tothe occupational area of concern, it is necessary to be familiarwith the alternative methods available for conducting an occupa-
tional analysis. Basically, an occupational analysis is a list-.ing of all the tasks (skill statements or competencies) that makeup a particular job, and that are necessary' for proficiency in agiven occupation. Logically, if students are to be taught to be
employable keypunch operators, for example, you first must identify what being a successful keypunch operator involves in termsof the competencies required.

4. Adapted from Direct Curriculum Development, a Competency-*
Based Administrator Module (Columbus, OH: The National Center
for Research in Vocational Education, 1981),'pp. 16-27.
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As a member of your CBE implementation team, you can assist
in acquiring the necessary occupational analyses. To locate
appropriate existing occupational analyses, you need to be aware
of such potential sources as the following:

,

Resources in Vocational Education (RIVE)- Produced by/the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and:Vocational Education at
The Ohio State University in ColumbUs, Ohio, this is a bimanth.7.y
publication that provides indexes to, and summaries of, a variety
of instructional and research materials, including recently
developed occupational analyses.

State curriculum laboratories. Many states have one or mare
curriculum laboratories or instructional materials centers that
are supported through state department of education funding and /-
or through membership subscription fees. Some states, such as
Ohio, have separate labs for agricultural education, distributive
education, and trade and industrial education, while other states
have only one lab or center serving all vocational education .

service areas. Many of these curriculum labs and centers have
developed and,. published occupational (task) analyses. The Ohio
State University's -Trade and Industrial Education Instructional
Materials'Laboratory, for example, has released analyses for over
100 occupational areas. Similarly, Colorado,State University's
Curriculum Materials Service has produced over 30 occupational
analyses that are available,for purchase.

A number of states have developed a centralized approach to
curriculum development (e.g., New York State's Instpictional
Support System for Occupational Education [ISSOE], .and Kentucky's
competency-based vocational education [CBVE] curriculum)-that,
results in a standard, base'; or core curriculum that is recom-
mended for use by the institutions. in that State. Before begin-
ning a local curriculum development effort, it issadvisable to
check the status 'of existing state .or regional efforts.

Regional. and national consortiums. In recent years a number
of regional and national consortiums have been organized'and sup-
ported by various states and/or individual institutions to fund
the development of occupattonal analyses and/oecurriculum mate-
rials. Three such consortiums are as follows:

0 Vocational-Technical Education Consortium of States
(V-TECS)--V-TECS.is a consortium of some 17 states (mostly
in the Southeast) joined together to conduct occupational
analyses and to publish them in the form of catalogs. An
occupational catalog consists of the duty areas, task
statements, learning guides, and ariterionreferenced
measures for each task.' As -of this' ,writing there are over
70 catalogs that you may obtain (if your state As a member
of V-TECS) from your state department,of education.
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Nonmember states can purchase the catalogs from V-TECS;
795 Peach Tree Street, NE; Atlanta, GA 30308.

® Interstate Distributive Education Curriculum Consortium
(IDECC)--IDECC is a consortium of states that started in
1972 to develop 'a competency. -based learning system based
on task analygis for 69 occupations in marketing and dis-
.tribution. The consortium sponsored the development of
500 learning activity packages (LAPs), containing 983
competencies and over 2,000 behavioral objectives; and is
continuing to develop more competencies based on occupa-
tional analyses for additional occupations. The IDECC
office is located at The Ohio State University; 1166
Chesapeake Avenue; Columbus, OH 43212(

0 Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium (MAVCC)--
This consortium of 11 states produces vocational instruc-
tional materials in a wide range of occupational areas.
The format of the materials is uniform throughout and has
been designed to satisfy the needs of all member states.
Each curriculum manual has a teacher edition. The mate-
rials are available to member states (at special prices)
and nonmember states from Mid-America Vocational Curricu-
lum Consortium, Inc.; 1515 West Sixth Avenue; Stillwater,
OK 74074.

-

Regional Curriculum Coordination Centers. Supported by the
.U.S. Office of Education are six regional curriculum coordina-
tion centers. These centers maintain libraries of curricular
materials, including occupational analyses, and also have refer-
ence documents that might "help locate occupational analyses
available elsewhere. Inquiries should be sent to the center,
serving-your state as follows:

4,

EAST CENTRAL NETWORK CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTER-
Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana,
Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin

Illinois Office of Educa'tion
Division of Ad. Vocational and Technical Education 426)
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
(217).782-0758

MIDWEST NETWORK CURRICULUM COORDINATION.CENTER
Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
Nebraskaf_ New Mexico, Oklahoma, TexaS

State Department.of Vocationalcand Technical Education
1515 West Sixth Avenue
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 377-2000, ext. 261
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NORTHEAST NETWORK CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTER
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virgin Islands

Bureau of Occupational and Career Research Development
Division of Vocational Education
225 West State Street
Trenton,-NJ 08625
(609) 292-6562

NORTHWESTERN NETWORK CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTER
Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota,
Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyomid{-

Washington State Commission for Vocational EdUcation
Building 17, Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
(206) 753-0879

SOUTHEAST NETWORK CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTER
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee

Associate Dean (R & D) College of Education
Mississippi State University
Drawer DX,
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-2510

WESTERN CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTER'
American Samoa, Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii,
Nevada, Trust Territories-6f the Facific Islands

University of Hawaii
:1776 University Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 948-7834

In addition, within your own' ndividual state, certain occupa-
tional analyses may have been eveloped in a particular school
district, university, professional and technical association,
labor organization, pbtential employer, federal or state goy-ern-
ment bureau, manufacturer's association, bUsiness or commerce'
institution, research or-consulting firm, etc.

As a program developer, it maybe up to you to identify all
relevant sources, or to ensure that this Is done by someone else.
You may also need to facilitate the acquisition of all relevant
documents. In most cases, this, will require that funds are
available to purchase the documents needed.
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If, after identifying and tapping all existing sources, you
determine that an occupational analysis does not exist for the
area in question, then an occupational analysis will need to be
completed. Your institution may be able to arrange to have this
done by the state department of education staff, the vocational
education staff at a local university, or may arrange to share
the development costs and responsibilities with other local edu-
cational agencies, or the burden may fall on your staff. If the
latter is true, funds will need to be set aside for the comple-
tion of the following first steps in an occupational analysis:

1. Define the scope of the analysis.

2. Prepare an initial task listing.

The occupational analysis starts with a general description
of the occupation to be analyzed--drawn perhaps from the Dic-
tionary'of Occupational Titles (DOT)--and Aids with a list of
the general areas of responsibility (duties or functions), each
further broken down into the specificWins (tasks) required.
A partial occupational analysis is shown in sample 2.

Another occupational analysis procedure you should be aware
of is DAMA (Developing A Curriculum). Developed by the Experi-
mental Projects Branch, Caliada,Department of Regional Economic
Expansion, and the General Learning Corporation of New York,.
DACUM uses small-group brainstorming techniques during.a three-
day meeting of.8-12 occupational area experts to generate a skill
profile for a particular job or occupational area (see sample 3).
Compared to the usual occupational analysis process, DACUM has
proven to be a far.more cost-effective and expeditious method for
developing an occupational analysis.

An organization called the DACUM Chart Exchange (pEx) is a
clearinghouse for both information on DACIA and available DACUM
chayts for given occupations. By contacting DEX, you can get a
listing of all available charts at no Charge.. Each chart you
then wish to order costs a nominal fee (approximately $2.00).
The address for DEX is DACUM Chart Exchange (DEX); Humber':Col-
lege, Lakeshore Campus; 3199 Lakeshore Boulevard West; Toronto,
Ontario; Canada M8V 1K8. Note that while DACUM charts done at
other institutions may be quite helpful to you, it is highly
desirable that each institution go through the process of veri-
fying these charts locally or developing its own charts. This
will ensure that local conditions and needs are met, 'and.that,the
institution's instructional personnel will feel "ownership" of
its own program.

In'reading the DACUM chart shown in sample 3, notice that
the general categories of competencies (duties) are given in the
left-hand'column. The specific competencies that are included in
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lkttyIPLE 2

OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS
GENERAL SECRETARIES

Duty: Organizing and PlanniRg Activities

Tasks: Assign specific work to individuals.
Compile periodic reports.
Compose copy at the typewriter.
Handle service calls on equipment.
Etc.

t

Duty: Personal Activities for Employer

Tasks: Acknowledge letters of congratulations..
Confer with employer on policy.
Keep list-of credit card numbers.
Keep personal business diary for employer.
Etc.

Duty: Reception Activities

Tasks: Greet callers or visitors.
Maintain record of long distance calls.
Place telephone calls.
Screen employer's calls.
Etc.

Duty: Clerical Activities

Tasks: Assemble and staple duplicated materials.
Edit manuscripts.
Make corrections on original and carbon copies.
Type business letters.
Etc.

SOURCE: Adapted from Harry L. Ammerman and Duane W. Essex,
Performance Content for Job Training, Volume 4: Deriving Per-
formance Requirements for Training (Columbus, OH: The Center
for Vocational Education, Tile Ohio State University, 1977),
pp. 76-83.
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each category are listed in the horizontal rows extending from
the Yight of the category title (labeled "tasks").

Some programs, in the name of saving time and money, have
used individual instructors (or a small group of instructors) to
identify the tasks to be taught in the program. Typically, this
involves simply going througl a collection of texts and course
outlines and selecting competencies on the basis of personal
experience and preference. This approach, though widely prac-
ticed, has serious deficiencies that may significantly weaken the
curriculum. The task list so identified may be incomplete, out
o,f date, and reflect only the current interests and abilities of
the instructor rather than the requirements of the occupation.
This approach is hard to justify to either students, the profes-
sion, or prospective employers.

It is of critical importance in competency-based vocational
training programs that you start with an accurate, complete,
and verified competency listing or chart. Without this, no
matter how well the rest of the curriculum is developed, or no
matter how well the delivery of instruction is organized, the-
competency-based education (CBE) program is an exercise in futil-
ity. Students may be industriously achieving each specified com-
petency in the program but, if they are the wrong competencies,
students will not be properly prepared to enter the occupation.

Again, bear in mind that your level of direct responsibil-
ity.in this process may\vary depending on your Specific position.
Nonetheless, even if you do not have direct responsibility, you
need to be aware of the total process so twat you can provide
assistance to those whose direct responsibility it is.

Assume now that you have either secured the appropriate
occupational analyses or have assisted in producing these analy-
ses. This list is, at this point, tentative: (1) it may not
represent the total set of skills considered to be essential by
local employers, and (2) it,certainly does not indicate which of
those skills will be covered in your institution's curriculum.
It needs to be pointed out that some institutions that produce
their own DACUM analyses consider the charts to be final, not
tentative. The charts are used exactly as produced by the DACUM
Committee and are not revised in any way, nor are the identified
competencies subject to'further verification. There are obvious
risks inherent in using the DACUM results !Without any further
review or input: the number of DACUM Committee experts is
usually limited to not more than 12 persons and the public
relations value of having other qualified workers and supervisors
review the analyses is lost. Thus, some additional, steps are
recommended.
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Verifying Occupational Analyses

Verifying the occupational analysis confirms that the items
listed in fact describe the occupation and, specifically, the
occupational situation locally into which students will be
placed. To structure the verification process, certain decisions
must be made: (1) who will conduct the verification, (2) who
will participate in the actual verification, and (3) what ques-
tions will be asked. In all likelihood, during the decision-
making stages, there should be major involvement of three
parties: (1) an appropriate administrator, (2) staffresponsi-
ble for conducting the verification (e.g., those designated as
curriculum developers), and (3) advisory committee members.

A member of the administrative staff must be involved. That
administrator is responsible for setting up initial meetings with
verification staff and advisory committee members. The adminis-
trator should also explain to the group what decisions must be
made and what and how they can contribute. If the admixlistrator
is not to be involved throughout; it is his /her responsibility to
delegate authority to someone else--and then to monitor progress
to ensure that that responsibility is being carried out. This
last item is crucial.

Consider the administrator who decides that curriculum
development is important; turns it over lock, stock, and barrel
to staff with few directions and little initial guidance; and
then forgets about it until he due date. Such an administrator
will,probably be disappoinyie with the results.

More often than not, the staff involved do not have the
authority to make the necessary decisions, open the right doors,
or secure the needed involvement and cooperation. Some admin-
istrative presence, even at a distance, is required throughout
the development process. During the initial meetings, the admin-
istrator should help those involved to plan the verification
within the constraints of budget and staff at your school. _A

"good" idea for which there are not adequate funds needs to be
rethought, not squelched. The administrator is usually the one
who knows the total picture and has the authority to make any
necessary adjustments.

Staff who will conduct the verification should be involved.
Again, if staff are to believe in and use the results of curricu-
lum development, they must understand its importance. Their
being involved throughout the development process will help them
to feel a part of this important proceddre and greatly enhance
articulation between academic and vocational program areas.
Since they have been workers in their field, their inputs are
critical.
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Advisory committees must be involved. Through common sense
and, now, legislative requirement, advisory committees have
become a part of vocational education at both secondary and post-
secondary levels. The advisory committee for a particular ser-
vice-area and the program advisory committee or craft committee
are groups of citizens with expertise in the world of work who
are appointed in order to provide vocational instructors with
advice concerning preparation of students for employment. As
such, they have a key contribution to make to curriculum develop-
ment, especially to its articulation with other programs and
activities. They can provide suggestions concerning what verifi-
cation questions should be asked, what techniques would secure
the most cooperation from employers asked to participate in veri-
fying the analysis, and what employers should be involved. They
can also participate themselves in the verification of the list.
Clearly, if the occupational program has no advisory group, one
of your institution's first steps is to appoint such a body.

At the planning meetings involving these persons, the fol-
lowing decisions will need to be made, with input from all
members of the group:

Who will conduct the verification process?

A member of the administrative staff, such as an
evaluation specialist

A specially appointed and trained group of faculty

A previously appointed staff, such as a team of
,curriculum developers

Other personnel

What questions will be asked?

If you want only to verify the skills as real and
relevant, you can ask incumbents simply to review each
item on the analysis and check it if it is actually
performed as part of that job.

If you wish to gather other information relevant to
sequencing and curriculum development, your verifica-
tion instrument or interview could include other ques-
tions such as (1) Is the task performed by beginning
workers? (2) How often is the task performed? (3) How
important is the task? and (4) How difficult is it to
learn to perform the task?

Who will be asked to verify the tasks

Employees (incumbent workers in an occupation)

Employers locally who hire worke s in is area
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Employers statewide

Advisory committee members

With an emerging occupation, a more diverse respon-
dent group may be required

What key activities need to'occur and what will be the
schedule fox their completion?

Detign of instrument or questionnaire, or of inter-
view questions

PiLot test of instrument with limited respondent
group

Contacting of respondents

Deadlines for completion

You must be sure that whatever verification process is
selected is feasible--and effective--within your budget. Once
the decisions have been made, the administrator's'role is that
of facilitator--making'sure any necessary form's are processed
through his/her office quickly, being aware of the progress being
made, and furthering that progress where possible. If some veri-
fication is to be done through interview/observation techniques,
the administrator can facilitate that process through such
devices as providing the means for training the interviewers, or
writing letters of introduction over his/her signature to help
interviewers gain the cooperation of employers. At any rate, the
point is'that, even thoughverification may not be your direct
responsibility, you will need to understand the process, help
with the decisions, and monitor progress if you want a good job
to be done.
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop "ihe following section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of the
following topics and questions, and record key points
and decisions made. A resource person will be avail-
-able to assist you as needed,

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3. CBE Program Components: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE, implementation goals.

b. Competency Identification and/or Verification: Indicate
clearly how the-identification and/or verification of
.occupational competencies should be handleq in your
institution.

Will you verify, locally competencies developed else-
where?

O Will you identify competencies locally?

What process will you use?

After your group has completed the previous section
of the implementation plan, use the "CBE implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Competencies," pp. 49-50, to
evaluate your work.
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: COMPETENCIES

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

In planning how you will handle the
competency identification process in
your institution, you:

1. decided whether to identify com-
petencies locally or to verify
locally competencies developed
elsewhere

2. made your decision based on:

a. the competency identification
system currently in use in your
institution

b. competency lists prepared within
your state for you use (e.g.,
by the state depa tment)

c. competency lists available for
your specific vocational/techni-
cal programs

d. budget available

49
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3. decided what Process to use in
identifying/verifying competencies
(e.g., conventional, DACUM)

4. decided who would be involved in the
identification/verification process
(e.g., staff, advisory committees)...

LE

N/A.

VEL

NO

F PERFOR

PARTIAL

ANCE

FULL

Jtevel of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Learning Experience au

OVERVIEW

Given information on CBE materials, determine the
most satisfactory approach to.providing materials
for your institution.

I

You will be attending a large-group presentation
on CBE materials. You will also have the oppor-
tunity to participate in a question-and-answer
session following the presentation.

You may wish to read the information sheet, "Using
Learning Packages to Facilitate CBE," pp. 53-80.

You and the other members of your assigned small
group will he- reviewing and evaluating sample CBE
materials, and determining which of the, sample
materials seem to best exemplify the character-
istics of high-quality CBE materials.

continued
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OVERVIEW continued

You and the other members of your assigned small
group will be completing the "CBE Implementation
Plan," section 3c, p. 81, which relates to how you
will provide CBE materials in your institution.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing section 3c of the plan, using the "CBE
Implementation Plan Checklist: 'Materials,"
pp. 83-84.



Activity Attend a large-group presentation concerning CBE
materials. This presentation will include the fol-
lowing topics:

;or

( _.::gal
a summary of information concerning CBE mate-

*

9 may
including sample evaluation checklists, you

wish to read the following-information sheet.5

O Nature of various types of CBE materials

o Pros and cons of developing your own
materials '

Sources of existing materials

O Recommended structure for learning packages

o Methods for evaluating materials (selection
criteria)'

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning theS'e topics.

USING LEARNING PACKAGES TO'FACILITATE CBE

Assessing the Situation

Many vocational educators are recognizing the potential of
competency - based' programs and materials for the improvement of
instruction. Although responsibilities in a competency -based
program will be similar to those in a more conventional program,
the competency-based approach involves'some very different con-
cepts and emphases, which affect the way instruction is planned,
-organized, and delivered. These differences have direct impli-
cations for the type of suppoet and guidance staff need to
facilitate their instructional efforts. The follolling questions
focus on these differences and can help you,determine what steps
need to be taken to install a new competency -based education
(CBE) program or improve an existing one. Figure 3 depicts a
typical CBE program developtent model that incorporates the
process,discussed, here.

5. Adapted from Guide the Developmeat and Improvement of
Instruction, ,a Competency-Based Administrator Module (Columbus,
OH: The Nati nal Center for Research in Vocational Education.,

' 1981).
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FIGURE 3

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION
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Does a written occupational competency profile (list of
verified competencies) 'exist for each instructional program (or'
'course)? The first essentiaj chracteristic of a CBE program
is that the competenies to be achieved by students have been
(1) carefully identified, (2) verified by local practitioners,
and-(3,ymade public in advance; These competencies should,repre-
sent ehose tasks actually performed by. workers on the job and
essential to ,the occupation.

Any vocational program--whether-conventional, competency-
based, or some combination of approaches--should be based on a
careful analysis of the occupation to identify the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes needed by workers in that occupation.
The difference in programs lies in emphasis and in the way the
instructional system is designed to help students achieve the
specified competencies. Competency-based programs focus directly
on the development and assessment of competence, as follows:

1. Competencies to be achieved are carefully identified,
verified, and made public in advance.

2. Criteria for assessing each of the verified competen-
cies have been derived from an analysis of the compe-
tencies, explicitly stated, and made public.

3. The instructional program provides for the individual
development and assessment of each competency.

4. Assessment of the students' competency takes knowledge
and attitudes into account, but requires actual perfor-
mance of the competency as the primary source of evi-
dence.

5. Students progress through the program, ideally at their
own rate, by demonstrating their competence.

Thus, the foundation on which any CBE program is built is
made up of the explicit, action- and performance-oriented state-
ments of the competencies to be achieved. These should be writ-
ten down, either in list form or in the form of a profile- chart,
which the administrator can review and approve. A sample profile
chart (this one from the field of resources planning) is shown insample 4. The graphic form makes it easy to comprehend the
nature of the program as a whole and to examine specific areaswithin it.
2

A competency profile is, in a sense, the "official document"
describing the nature and scope of the program. In addition, itis used to help the students plan their programs. Working with
an instructor, each student may review the list and determine
that he/she is already proficient in one or more of the required
competencies listed. Some competencies may be designated as
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elective or optional, to beseleCted according to the student's
individual needs and occupational plans.

A profile chart can also be designed to serve as a record-
keeping device to monitor and record student progress and comple-
tion of competencies (see sample 5). Some institutions issue an
official copy of the profile chart as a "Record of Achievement"
to students completing the requirements (see'sample 4). This
takes the place of or supplements the traditional diploma, which
signifies completion of course work (or attendance) without indi-
cating exactly what the student can and cannot do.

Have the competencies (task statements) been clustered into
appropriate related and logical groupings that can serve as a
basis for developing materials and selecting instructional
methods? There is considerable disagreement among educators
over whether this step is necessary or even desirable. Many
contend that each competency, if important enough to be listed'
separately, should stand alone and be given separate treatment
in developing materials and selecting instructional methods.
Many others cluster related competencies in order to (1) reduce
the total number of instructional packages (modules) necessary,
(2) reduce the total number of competencies to a more manageable
number, (3) reduce the overlap of content coverage that is some-
times necessary when many task statements are dealt with indi-
vidually, and (4) help show the locj.cal relationships that
various tasks have with each other. A third option, favored by
some CBE program developers, i-, to group those, competencies that
are of lesser scope or importance and to give individual atten-
tion only to those meriting it because of their frequency of
occurrence or criticality to job success.

Has an appropriate instructional system been designed and
implemented? In CBE, the instructional pro ram must provide for
the individual development and evaluation of the specific compe-
tencies. That is, each student must be given the opportunity to
develop each of the competencies important to his/her training
program, and to demonstrate attainment of each competency. This
essential element of CBE has strong implications for the type of
instructional system needed (including the learning materials to
be used), as follows:

Instruction should be individually paced rather than
time-based--Since students progress through the program by
demonstrating competency, and since students do not all
learn at the same rate, the program should be designed so
as to enable students to work and progresS at their own
rate. This provides each student with the time needed to
master one task before proceeding to another and allows
everyone the opportunity to succeed in the training pro-
gram. In contrast, conventional instruction assumes that
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a certain amount of content is to be covered in a speci-
fied period of time, thus creating an emphasis on time
spent, rather than on competency achievement.

Emphasis should be on students' achievement of exit
requirements--Ideally, this means that a-student should be
able to enter the program at any point and exit whenever
he/she has demonstrated ability to perform the competen-
cies required for the occupation or suboccupation. Even if
institutional constraints make a totally open-entry/open-
exit program difficult or impossible to implement--and
this is particularly true in secondary schools--the con-
cept can be aeleast partially incorporated within a more
traditional 4amework. That isv reasonable time limits
can be imposed, but, within those limits, a good deal of
flexibility can be built in.

Students can be given credit for previously acquired com-
petencies by successfully "testing out on" -(performing)
those skills. They can be allowed to move on to new
skills when they are ready, progressing quickly through
some competencies and being given more time on others if
they need it. Even if "grading periods" are required,
students who need more time can be given a grade of Incom-
plete for certain competencies--indicating, not that they
have "failed," but that they.have not yet achieved and
demonstrated these skills.

Learning experiences should be guided by frequent feed-
back--The fore-going clearly implies that feedback on stu-
dent progress.should be continuous--built into learning
experiences to enable students to identify and work on
problem areas and continue their progress without interr
ruption. Individual students should be able to demon-
strate and be evaluated on their performance when they are
ready, not when the group is ready or only at set times
(e.g., when grading periods call for it).

,.,Instructional materials should be modularized and flexi-
ble to allow for different learning styles and rates--We
have said that each.student must be given the opportunity
to develop and demonstrate each of the specified competen-
cies, and that students do not all learn in the same way
or at the same rate. This means that instruction should
(1) focus directly on competency development, (2) allow
for self-pacing and continuous feedback, and (3) provide a
variety of learning activity options.

An efficient, effective way to deliver this kind of
instruction is through the use of individualized learn-
ing packages (modules or learning guides). The learning
package (1) identifies the objective (competency) to be
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achieved, (2) guides students through a series of learning
experiences and activities designed to help them achieve
the competency, and (3) provides feedback devices and
specific criteria to be used in assessing students' per-
formance. Stud -ants are given explicit directions for what
they are to do, what materials and resources they are to
use, and how they will know when they have achieved the
competency. Optional and alternate activities can be
included, and a variety of media and materials can be
employed, to give each student an opportunity to master
the competency (regardless of learning style and ability).

With students thus taking more responsibility for their
own learning and progressing at their own rates, the
instructor is free to become more of a resource person,
assisting students individually and on a small-group basis
as needed, and evaluating performance when each student is
ready.

0 A variety of supporting instructional materials and
media should be provided--CBE programs require a variety
of supportive materials and media to assist students in
completing learning activities and attaining the specified
Competencies. If students will be working on and master-
ing competencies at their own rates, a sufficient variety
and quantity of items--such as reference books, programmed
materials, films, film loops-, slide/tapes, and audio and
video recordings--should be provided. This serves to
enrich the learning activities; accommodate different
learning styles; provide alternate paths to competency
attainment; and allow students to study, review, and prac-
tice when and as often as they need to.

Supporting instructionalfacilities and equipment should
be provided--In addition to the regular classroom/labora-
tory facilities, some type of learning resources center
(either within the classroom or shop, or separate and
centrally located) should be provided to house the
instructional materials, media, and audioVisual equipment
students will be using as they complete various learning
activities. Study carrels or reading tables, slide pro-
jectors, videotape equipment, cassette tape players, con-
ference areas, and files or storage areas for learning
packages are some of the items that may be needed to sup-
port students' work.

Teacher orientation and training should be provided- -
CBE involves some very different instructional concepts,
approaches, and skills. Many teachers will need to be
oriented to the CBE approach, to their new instructional
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role (that of resource person), and to the various manage-
ment and record-keeping procedures involved. If learning
packages are to be used, and if these are to be developed
in-house, staff will require training and assistance in
their development.

Have appropriate individualized learning packages been
developed for each competency.? Although the use of individual-
ized learning packages is not an essential characteristic of CBE,
most fully functioning 'CBE programs have recognized the potential
of this approach for focusing on the individual development and
evaluation of the specified competencies for each student.

This means that, in a CBE system, the instructional develop-
ment process generally moves directly from the identification,
analysis, and clustering of competencies to the development (or
selection) of learning packages and strategies to deliver on
those competencies. The conventional approach--involving as it
does more emphasis on content areas and group instruction within
specified blocks of time--moves instead to the development of,
overall plans for a course or program (the course of study), and
then to unit and lesson plans.

In many institutions, individual instructors are given total
responsibility for developing, continuously updating, and revis-
ing the learning packages students will use. Given ,a list of the
competencies to be achieved by students, they decide how each
competency will be taught--what prerequisities are required, what
instructional strategies will be employed, what criteria will be
used to evaluate student performance. These decisions are used
to organize the content of the learning packages.

In other institutions, particularly when more than one
instructor will be using the materials, the development of learn-
ing packages is a team effort. An efficient and productive
materials-development team consists of an educational technolo-
gist, a typist, and one or more instructors. With CBE, a new
teacher may "inherit" from another instructor, not a course of
study and series of lesson plans, but a list of competencies and
a series of learning packages.

Although some states and districts are developing (and
making available) CBE materials in some occupational areas (e.g.,
learning activity packages4LAPs) developed through the IDECC
consortium of states), high-quality materials do not presently
exist in all occupational areas. Thus, it is ilo're than likely
that staff involved., in competency-based instruction will need to
develop their own learning packages or at least work with others
in a team effort. To assure the production of high- qualit',
usable, effective materials, funds and staff time will need to beprovided for the development effort and staff will need to be
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adequately trained. Some institutions schedule workshops and
bring in outside consultants with expertise in CBE and the devel-
opment of learning packages.

There are at least two types of learning packages, with some
definite advantages and disadvantages inherent in each. Learning
guides are simple materials. They are reusable paks containing
directions for learning activities and explaining where to go for
needed resources. They may be developed relatively quickly by
school personnel, and they are fairly inexpensive to reproduce.
Obviously, their effectiveness is dependent upon the quality
and availability of the support resources to which they refer.
Modules; which are basically self-contained,' ransportable, and
consumable in nature (such as the one you are now reading) have
the advantage of being completely under the control\of the devel-
opers. The instructional content and approach can be,,tailored
to meet the particular needs of the program, and few outside
resources are needed. Self-contained modules, however, can be
very time-consuming and expensive to develop, and they demand
greater expertise in their production. Most CBE programs are
now using basic learning guides, adding some instructor-produced
instructional materials to enhance the learning.activities.

Although CBE learning packages comein a variety of shapes,
sizes, formats, and levels of detail, there are certain compo-
nents and characteristics you and your staff should be liooking
for, whether the, materials are developed in-house or produced
elsewhere. Following is a suggested format for a CBE learning
package, with brief explanations of each component.

O Title page--This section should give such identifying
information as the program name, learning package title
and number, and competency number(s) covere-3. A learning
package may cover one of the competencies identified for
the program or a cITI-gter of related competencieS. This
decision grows out of the competency analysis process. In
the process of analyzing each verified competency for its
subtasks, knowledge elements, affective elements, and
prerequisite skills and knowledge, it may be determined
either that (1) the competency is of sufficient scope
and importance to warrant a separate learning package,
or (2) two or more related competencies should;be grouped,
or clustered.

Introduction--Sometimes called the Rationale or Purpose,.,
the introduction should briefly explain'to students what'
competency is to be achieved, why it is important, and how
it relates to other skills they are acquiring.

Directions for use--At some appropriate place within
each learning package, students should be given clear
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directions for how to use the learning package, including
(1) any prerequisites to be completed before beginning the
learning package, and (2) procedures for "testing out on"
the competency (preassessment). These directions for use,
are often of two typeS.: those general to a given set or
series of learning packages and those unique to the speci-
fic learning package in questicn. In the module you are
reading, both types of directions are provided in the
Module Structure and Use section, which follows the Intro-
duction. In addition, specific directions for completing
each activity are provided throughout the module as each
activity is introduced.

Objectives--Each leftaing package should spell out, in
performance terms, the terminal and enabling objectives to
be achieVed. If, the basis of the program is, for example,
a V-TECS listing of objectives for the occupation, the
performance objective(s) of .the learning package are
usually taken directly from the V-TECS catalog, without
change. If some other competency identification proce-
dure is used (e.g., the DACUM process), the terminal per-
formance objective is derived simply by translating the
competency or competencies to be covered into an objective
that states (1) the overall performance required (activity
td be performed), usually simply a restatement of the com-
petency; (2) the conditions under which it will be per-
formed; and (3) the level of performance expected. For
example, if the competency were "measure blood pressure,"
the terminal objective might read "Given a 'patient' and
the necessary equipment, measure the patient's blood pres-
sure using standard medical procedures. Your performance
will be assessed by your instructor using the final per-
formance checklist contained in your learning package."

The enabling objec: \-es grow out of an analysis of each
competency into subtasks, cognitive elements, etc. Based
on that analysis, the developer decides what steps and
procedures are involved in performing the competency, what
background knowledge needs to be acquired, and what under-
standing and attituds are involved. Enabling objectives
are then developed that cover those elements, give stu-
dents the chance to practice the competency, and lead
them in a logical sequence to achievement of the terminal
objective (see figure 4).

Learning experiences/activities--Learning experiences
should be keyed- directly to the achievement of the
enabling objectives and, finally, to the attainment of the
terminal objective. A variety of activities should be
included to allow each student to master the competency.
Activities giving students the opportunity to practice
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FIGURE 4

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE FOR CBE LEARNING PACKAGdS
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the skill before the final assessment should always be
included. These practice activities should be as realis-
tic (close to actual job conditions and requirements) as
possible.

Evaluation devices (e.g., self-checks, checklists) to
allow for continuous feedback on student progress should
be built into the learning experiences.

o Final assessment--In CBE, assessment of student compe-
tence requires actual performance of the competency as the
major source of evidence. The final performance is often
the same as the practice experience(s), except that the
student now feels ready to be assessed by the instructor.
Students who feel they already possess a competency cov-
ered by a particular learning package should be able to
demonstrate competency by going directly to the final
assessment, without going through the other learning
experiences.

The criteria the instructor will use in evaluating stu-
dents' performance should be clearly spelled out in the
learning package. These criteria are derived from the
competency analysis and should reflect actual job require-
ments. They should be stated in observable, performance
terms to allow for as much objectivity as possible.

Sample 6 shows the title page, learning activities page, and
evaluation pages of a typical learning guide (this one from a
bank teller training program). The complete guide contains all
the components described above. The module you are now reading
can serve as a model for self-contained instructional materials.

Adminis!trative support is essential if a competency-based
instructionarsystem is to be implemented successfully. First,
the administrator or program developer will need to ensure that
competencies are identified, verified, made explicit, and kept
up.to date. This may involve providing assistance in locating
or conducting the development of occupational analyses (e.g.,-
facilitating the formation of a DACUM committee) or in encour-
aging the active use of advisory committees.

Second, general administrative support of the concept of CBE
and of any resulting changes in administrative requirements or
procedures is essential. For example, if instruction is mod-
ularized, administrative acceptance of successful module comple-
tion as evidence of progress toward program completion will be
important. The grading system may need to be completely changed
or at least modified (e.g., pass/fail grading instead of letter
grades; granting of Incompletes; translation of module/competency
completion into letter gr'ades, if such are required).. The
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SAMPLE 6

LEARNING GUIDE

BANK TELLER

PLACING HOLDS AND STOP PAYMENTS

There is a certain amount of risk involved each time a
teller cashes a check. There is a possibility that the
check is not valid, that the drawer may not have sufficient
funds to cover the check, or that the drawer may have
stopped payment on the check. A bank must take steps to
protect itself from loss through bad checks, and a teller
must follow the procedures established by the bank. In
this module you will learn to place "holds" and "stop
payments."

Read the two objectives below. If you feel that you are
already able to perform these tasks, read the Check-Out
Activities on the back cover. Then either arrange with
your instructor about doing the Check-Out Activities,

or

If you need to complete learning activities in order to
be able to do the tasks, find the Learning Activities
inside this module and or eaugh them in the order In
which they are listed.

(1) Given a blank Hold form and a case description,
place a hold or the customer's account. All entries
should appear without error in the appropriate spaces

the form.

(2, in a sup:,Ay rf blank Stop Payment forms and

Assary infermation, place a stop payment on a
check. All entries s'reiuld appear without error in the
appropriate spaces on the form.

SOURCE: A cooperative effort ,betweell the Bureau of Vocational
Education, State Department of Education, and the Department
.7:f Vocational Education, Cole of Education, University of
'2,entucky, Lexington, n.d.
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Learning Activities

1 '> READ "Holds," in the Sank Teller's Training Manual, pp. 57-
39.

(or)

2 gaz4.4 STUDY CAREFULLY in the Bank Teller's Training Manual, pp.
57-58, the five reasons why holds are placed.

(or)

3 gim0- COMPLETE the sections of a Hold form on Instruction Sheet I,
gtriffrS OF A HOLD FORM.

(or)

4 CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE of placing holds by completing Student
Self-Check I, PLACING HOLDS.

5 lam> READ "Stop Payments," Bank Teller's Training Manual, pp. 59-

(or)

6 azz- READ "Stop Payments," pp. 44-45 and "Alterations," in
FiFITTeller's Do's and Don'ts, p. 23.

(or)

7 WORK the crossword puzzle on Student Self-Check II, STOP
PAY RENTS CROSSWORD PUZZLE.

8 CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE of stop payment procedures by completing
Student Self-Check III, STOP PAYMENT PROCEDURES.

9 ARRANGE with your instructor to complete this module by
go ng through the CHECK-OUT ACTIVITIES listed on the back
cover.
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Check-Out Activities

The statements below explain the activities you must be able to
complete in order to finish this module. After you complete the
activities. your instructor will rate your performance using the
Instructor's Final Checklist. PREPARING HOLDS AND STOP PAYMENTS.

Your instructor will provide a hold form and a case description.
Use the form to place a hold on the customer's account described
in the case.

Your instructor will provide a stop payment form and a case
description. Use the form to place a stop payment on the
check described in the case.
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Instructor's Final Checklist

PREPARING HOLDS AND STOP PAYMENTS

Check the student's performance in:the following elements
of preparing holds and stop payments.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating not accom-
plished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished..
If, because of special circumstances, the item was\impos-
sible to complete, place an X in the "Not Applicable" box.

Performance Level: All items must receive a rating of
FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not Applicable). If any items are
rated Not Accomplished, or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss this and decide which
learning activities must be repeated.

1. In the process of placing a hold on a customer's account
and completing the form, the student:

a. Entered account number [ ] [ ] [ ] [
]

b. Entered date 13131313
c. Entered "by"

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

d. 'Entered amount ] 3 3

e. Entered released date [ [ [ [

f. Entered check number
3 3 E E 3

g. Wrote description
3 3 3 3

2. In the process of placing a stop payment on a check and in
completing the form, the student:

a. Filled in correct date
3 3 3 3

b. Filled in 'drawer's name
1 [ ]

c. Filled in check number
3 3 3 3

d. Filled in correct date of check 3 [
e. Filled in payee's name

3 3 3 3

f. Filled in correct amount
( 3 3 3 3

g. Wrote reason for stop payment [ [ ] [ 3

h. Signed form 3 3 3 3

Student

Student
Performance

.0
0

0.0.

0.
>,e0
7 00

elr
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administrator or program developer may need to initiate or sup-

port a move to an open-entry/open-exit system or find other Ways

to lessen emphasis on rigid scheduling and time requirements.

Administrative flexibility is critical if the full potential of

the competency-based approach is to be realized.

Third, funds may be needed .for the development/purchase of

learning packages, supportive media and materials, and additional

facilities and equipment (e.g., learning resources center).

Alternatively, your institution might join a consortium of insti-

tutions to develop materials, thus reducing the costs involved.

Fourth, if learning packages ate7-tb-be-deVeloped, it is

critical that these be high-quality materials that in fact assist

students in developing the competencies they need. Samples 7

and 8 show checklists that can be used to evaluate the quality of

CBE materials. As indicated earlier, staff will need to be given

the time to develop the kind of materials required, and training

if, as will generally be the case, -they lack experience in writ-

ing competency-based learning packages. In addition, procedures,

time, and resources for pilot testing and revising the materials

(based on student feedback and other criteria for measuring their

effectiveness) should be built into the development process.

Finally, provision must be made for needed staff orientation

to the competency-based approach and the-program management sys-

tem they will be using (e.g., how student progress recordse to

be maintained). If CBE is being newly installed at your insti"--,_,

tution and management procedures have not yet been devised, staff'

will undoubtedly need help in setting up organized, efficient

procedures. Visits to institutions that have successfully imple-

mented CBE may need to be arranged, or outside consultants may

need to be brought in to provide staff with ideas they can then

adapt to your particular setting.

Break up into your assigned small groups. Each group

will be provided with an array of CBE instructional

materials. Working primarily on an individual basis,

review each of the different materials and evaluate
their quality using one of the checklists provided in

the information sheet (samples 7 and 8, pp. 73-80).

Feel free to discuss your findings with other mem-

bers of the group informally. You may also move to

another small group to peruse their materials once

you have reviewed those with which you have been

provided, if time allows.
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SAMPLE 7

MATERIALS CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

1 The module contains the following
basic components:

a. clear directions for using the
module

b. a rationale or introduction
explaining the importance of the
skill being covered

c. a listing of performance objec-
tives

d. clear, complete explanations of
the activities to be completed
in order to reach each objective;

e. information sheets or reference
to a minimal number of outside
references containing the needed
information

f. devices for immediate feedback..

g. a criterion-referenced post-
assessment form designed to
measure actual performance

2. The module also contains the follow-
ing components (optional):

a. a listing of prerequisites

b, a .Listing of terminology, and
any resources and materials
required

C. a pre-assessment device
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3. The module either includes all
necessary materials or clearly
specifies what is needed

4. The module contains a variety of
activities

Opportunities for recycling activi-
ties are included

6. The module provides opportunities
for students to interact with peers,
teacher, and others

7. Supplementary enrichment activities
are provided to meet the needs of
interested students

8. Although the module could be
enhanced by group activities, a
student could handle it on an
independent basis

9. The module format and activities
allow for flexibility and thus can
meet the needs of students with dif-
ferent learning styles

10. The module activities are sequenced
in a logical order

11. The module is well-produced (e.g.,
good grammar, correct spelling,
clear layout, clean copy, neat cor-
rections, etc.)

12. The module is attractive

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO PARTIAL FULL

Level of Performance: All, items should receive FULL, or N/A
responses for the module to be considered exemplary. The "best"module of the group you examined should receive FULL, or N/A ona majority of the items. I,emany items received NO, or PARTIAL
responses, review the other/ mochiUs to see if the one youselected in fact meets the most criteria.
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SAMPLE 8

'PRELIMINARY VERSION"
10-25-79

011A D.)

NAV VI I A L

ASSESSSILIIII
kt Z4 Tit

DIRECTIONS

This Checklist is intended to help assess
.

instructional materials. The Checklist is
based upon "Standards for Curriculum/Instrucitional
Materials Developed for Students," approyod-lay the
V-TECS Board of Directors. Each questien is to be
answered YES or NO unless otherwise indicated.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

10-25-79

Standard I: Instructional Materials Relevance

* 1. Are all the performance objectives in the appropriate
V-TECS Catalog or combination of V-TECS Catalogs
included in the curriculum package?

( ) Yes ( ) No

NOTE: If the answer to question 1 is "Yes" proceed
to question 3. If the answer' to question 1 is "No"
answer question 2, then proceed to question 3.

* 2. If you have deleted from or added to performance objectives
in the V-TECS Catalog or combination of V-TECS Catalogs,
provide as an attachment the rationale for the specific
changes.

* 3. If performance objectives are included in addition to
those in the V-TECS Catalogs, are they written in
accordance with review criteria for V-TECS Catalog
performance objec,tiligirt

( <yes ( ) No

Standard II: Appropriateness of Instructional Materials for
Student Target Population

*4. Are the instructional materials appropriate for the
student population in terms of:

a. skill level?

( ) Yes ( ) No

b. reading level?

( ) Yes ( ) No

c. concept level?

( ) Yes ( ) No

d. student physical characteristiCs?

( ) Yes ( ) No

e. educational characteristics?

( ) Yes ( ) No
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5. Are the instructional materials adaptable for special
student's needs, such as:

a. physical characteristics (handicaps, disabilities,
assets)?

( ) Yes ( ) No

educational characteristics (written, vocabulary,
level of abstraction)?

( ) Yes

c. the gifted student?

( ) Yes

( ) No

( ) No

Standard /II: Content Sequencing of Instructional Materials

*6. Are instructional exercises, instructional activities, and
enabling competencies (all in support of a performance
objective) within the instructional materials sequenced
to maximize transfer of skills and knowledge?

( ) Yes ( ) No

7. Are the performance objectives sequenced to move from
simple to complex, easy to difficult?

( ) Yes ( ) No

Standards IV and V: Appropriate Instructional Methods and
Emphasis on Mastery Learning

*9. Do the instructional methods in the instructional materials
allow:

0

a. the student to practice required performance?

( ) Yes ( ) No

b. student's demonstration of achievement of performance
objective?

( ) Yes ( ) No
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10. When the individualized mode is selected as the
method of instruction, was consideration given to:

a. student training objectives?

( ) Yes ( ) No

b. capability for open entry-exit?

( ) Yes ( ) No

c. self-pacing of learning?

( ) Yes ( ) No

d. options in instructional media?

( ) Yes ( ) No

e. mastery as the standard?

( ) Yea (. ) No
i

f. exem tion for those who demonstrate mastery on
pre-t sting?

,

IYes ( ) No

* 11. Does the instructi .1 process:

a. closely approxis. e performance conditions called
fot by the perfydrmance objectivOs?

( ) Yes ( ) No

b. maximize student participation?!

( ) Yes ( ) No

J
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Standard VI: Management of Instructional Materials

*12. Is there an instructor's management plan including:

a. overall instructional content management?

( ) ns ( ) No

b. a description of how to use the materials?

( ) Yea ( ) No

c a method of record keeping for instructional
materials, tools, equipment, references, and
expendables?

( ) Yes ( ) No

d. a recommendation as to the mode of instruction?

( ) Yes ( ) No

e. an identified minimum facility needs?

( ) Yes ( ) No

f. a total listing of required materials, tools,
equipment, and supplies?

( ) Yes ( ) No

identified required audio-visuals and sensory aids?

( ) Yes ( ) 140

g.

h. identified special safety precautions associated with
the instructional program?

J-

( ) Yes ( ) No

a scoring and reporting system describing individual
student performance

( ) Yes ( ) No

a method of recording student's progress?

( ) Yes ( ) No
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*13. Is there a otudenf's management plan including:

a. overall study management?

( ) Yes . ( ) No

b. a description of how to use the materials?

( ) Yes ( ) No

c. a method of obtaining instructional materials,
tools, equiprent, references, and expendables?

( ) Yes ( ) No

Standard VII (throughout checklist.): Indication of Peformance
Objectives Achievement

Standard VIII: Instructional Materials Validation

14. Was evidence of an individual (one-to-one) trial of
the materials given?

( ) Yes ( ) No

15. Was evidence of a small group trial 'of the materials given?

( ) Yes ( ) No

* 16. Was evidence of a large group (random sample of students)
validation (at an acceptable standard) provided?

( ) Yes ( ) No

Production and Reproduction Quality

* 17. Did the production and reproduction quality of the
instructional materials adquately address:

a. regulations concerning nondiscriminatory presentations?

( ) Yes ( ) No

b. any copyright requirements?

( ) Yes ( ) No

c. that printed materials are camera-ready copies?

( ) Yes ( ) No

d. 'a standard delivery system for audio-visual componentS?

( ) Yes ( ) No

* These Items are critical
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the.followipg section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of the
following topics and questions, and record key points
and decisions made'. A.re.,source person will be avail-
able to assist you as needed.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3. CBE-PrOgram.Cditlponents: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

c. CBE Instructional Materials/Media: Indicate how CBE
materials will be provided in your' institution.

Will materials be developed or purchased or both?

Will a common materials' format be recommended?
.

What major criteria will be used in judging the
quality of materials?

If materials are to be developed, how will the pro-
duction of materials be organized? Who will develop
the materials? How will their work be supported
(training, funds, time)? How will the materials be
produced, reproduced, and paid for?

If materials are to be purchased, how will outside
sources be identified, evaluated, and selected? Will
these materials be adapted or, used as is? How., will, the
purchase costs be covered?

After your group has completed, the previous section
of the implementation plan, use the "CBE implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Materials,,," pp. 83-84, to
evaluate your work.
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Institution

Late

CEri IMPLET:1;::\.! TATtOM PLAN CHECKLZS-T: MATERIALS

Direc±:lons.;:. on X in the NC, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each ioliowjmy performance components was
not accompl,shed, accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

In Dlannill ne4 you wili providZ. CBE
materials in institution, you:

1. decided whether to-scure materials
els,..!whare or d2velop them locally...

L. made your dec. sion based on:

a. the instructional materials cur-
rently available in your insti-
tution

CL).2: materials prepared within
your state for your use

c. CUE materials available for your
specific vocational/technical
programs

budget available for development.

e. staff available for development

82/83
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3. decided on the development process
to be used, if materials are to be
developed locally, including:

a. how staff will be trained

b. how staff will be provided with
the development time required....

c. general format to be used

d. media to be included, if any

P. criteria for evaluating mate-
rials

LEVEL OF PERFOIMA.NCE

N/A NO PARTIAL FULL

Level of Performance: All items must receive roLL, or N/A
responses. If any item tetve,5 a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Learning Experience IV

OVERVIEW

I

Activity

((Optional
Activity

Given presentations on the roles of the student
and the teacher/instructor in a CDE program,
6,termine how students and teachers/instructors
your institution will be oriented to these new
roles.

You will be attending a large-group presentation
on the roles of the student and the teacher/
instructor in a CBE program. You will also have
the opportunity to participate in a question-and-
answer session following the presentation.

You may wish to read the information sheet, "The
Roles of Student and Teacher/Instructor in a CBE
Program," pp. 87-94.

You will be role-playing a teacher/instructor who
is advising a student concerning CBE, or observing
such a role-play.
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OVERVIEW continued

You and t' other members of your assigned small
group wil_ be completing the "CBE Implementation
Plan," section 3d, p. 97, which relates to how you
will orient students and instructional staff at
your institution to CBE.

You will be evaluating your group's competency
in developing section 3d of the plan, using
the "CBE Implementation Plan Checklist: Roles,"
pp. 99-100.
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A-;4 a a large-group presentation concerning the
roles of the student and the teacher/instructor in a
CBE program. This Presentation will include the fol-
lowing topics:

O Changes in the role of the instructor/student
in a'CBE program

® Changes in the role of the student a CBE
program

o Need to provide orientation activities

® Suggested orientation strategies and activi-
ties

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning these topics.

(Optional or a written review r,f the material covered in the
Activity . above presentation, you may wish to read the follow-1/4

dP ing information sheet.6

(zzza c*,

THE ROLES OF STUDENT AND TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR IN A CBE PROGRAM

,Competency -based education (CBE) will probably be a new
concept to many or all of the-stuOents and teachers/instructors
in your institution. The transition to CBE can be made easier
for these persons if they are-carefully oriented to CBE and their
roles in such a program. This is critical sin

r
since, in CBE pro-

grams, the ol, s,?.s of the student and instructor change from those
they are accuL:cned to.

6. Adapted in part from (a) Inservice Education: Managing
Competency-Based Instruction, Module 1E-6 (Lexington, KY:
The University of Kentucky, CurricUlum Development Center for
Kentucky; n.d.); (b) James B- Hamilton and K. M. Quinn,
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Edu-
cation Materials (Athens, GA: American Association'for Voca-
tional Instructional Materials, 1978), pp. 25-33; and (c) The
Center for Vocational Education, "Orient the School and Com-
munity to Competency-Based Instruction" (Columbus, OH: The
Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University,
01977), pp: 12-17.
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Role of Instructor

The instructor is the single mos important factor in con-ducting an effective CBE program. Instructional materials
especially designed for the CBE program are important. A well-
planned and structured CBE program is important. Physical
resources in terms of facilities and equipment are also impor-tant. However, without knowledgeable and competent instructors
assisting, guiding, evaluating, interacting, and helping studentsin the program to develop the desired competencies, continued
effective development of those skills will not occur. It is this
interperso :ial dimension, so important to the individualization
and personalization of the program, that the instructor in a CBEprogram must fulfill.

rn carrying out the responsibilities of instructor in a CBE
program, it is necessary to function in three general -)les:
advisor, helper, and evaluator.

Advisor. In the advisory role, the instructor's responsi-
bilities will include orienting the student to the CBE conceptsand program. In addition, this role includes helping the student
to assess his /her nee=ds and to select a program of competenciesto pursue that pant to his/her needs and. career goals.

Helper. 7:: in:-.'..ructor in a CBE program 'is more a manager
of instruction, ncfu i' itator, rather than a dispenser of infor-
mation. The -,.:tor no longer simply provides general contentirlformation .,.acilitates, or makes easier, the student's indi-
dualizcJ activity and, therefore, interacts more frequently

the student. The instructor is a guide for the student's
If--nin'z;' process. He/she helps the student to understand the
2LJjec.:tives and to proceed through the. learning activities, andremains alert to any problems in procedure.

Instead of spending time conducting large-group lecture/dis-
cussion sessions, the CBE instructor will find himself/herself
working with individual students when .ey need specific assis-
tance the individualized activities. The .instructor in

.:tmnY is free to give personal help to a student attempt-
ing to the technique of making a dovetail joint. The
electronics instructor and student sit down togethe to work out
a probla-. in circuit design. The cosmetology instructor watches
a student practice hair shaping and offers advice on how td'-
i-prove the skill. In short, the assistance comes when the stu-
dent needs it, not when a course of study dictates. There will
be few lesson plans, probably no unit plans, but many individual
learning plans that guide teacher/student interaction.

Evaluator. Instructors in a CBE program also help each
student to keep track of his/her own progress and to decide if
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and when he/she is ready to demonstrate competency--to perform
the required skills and to be evaluated on the basis of that per-
formance. The cabinetmaking student may be ready to demonstrate
his/her skill in dovetail joint construction; the electronics
student %lay still be having difficulties with circuitry design;
the cosmetology student may be basically competent in shaping
hair but needs more practice in order to develop the needed speed
and dexterity. CBE instructors need to be continually aware of
such individual progress in order to help each student manage
his/her learning process well--to help chart progress on specific
forms, to help keep a record of competencies attained, and to
provide instruction and feedback when, and in what ways, each
student requires such assistance.. The final evaluation function
is, of course, the evaluation of the student's actual performance
using a criterion-referenced checklist.
\
.Materials Veveloper. An additional role required of

instructors in some CBE programs is that of materials developer.
This most often true in those programs for which there 9.re no
CBE materials already available elsewhere. However, some insti-
tut'ons are supporting the development of materials locally,
whether materials already exist or not, in ordev to ensu=e that
all materials are relevant to the needs of their particular stu-
(7ents and their employment community. Materials thus produced
can conform to a single format and structure, one used consis-
tently throughout all CBE prograMs. This simplifies the process
of orienting .students and instructors to the use of materia.s and
ensures that 5.;,1 materials used meet the criteria established by
the institu:.'on for its CBE program materials.

Ro:e of the SLudent

The major change in the role of the student relates to the
amount /.f tive, involvement required. Many of your students
will ble,accustomed to (cols';)-oriented types of instruction in
which their role is a fively passive one. In a CBE program,
they will be required to tale much more responsibility fcr. their
own learning.

Ideally, the student will, from the beginning, be involved
in the planning of his/her own program with the instructor. This
kind of student participation is critical in CBE even though it
May, initially, be'quitc: structured. However, as the
proceeds through the learning activities, he/she may
'KTI-c'w when to ask for assistance, and when to go alone. For exam-
ple, the-student may request to have performance of a skill,
a _,essed when he/she feels ready. When this occurs, the student
becomes awa-7e (-)f his/her progress and is more personally engaged
in the learning process.
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Students know what their own learning objectives are before
they begin using their instructional materials. Before a stu-
dent begins any CBE program and uses any instructional materials,
he/she knows the particular learning objectives involved and the
conditions and criteria for performance (or demonstration of com-
petency). A student entering a nurse's aide program would not
simply practice making a hospital bed or preparing a patient for
surgery without first knowing what the objectives for such activ-
ities were. The objectives would let the student know (1) what
skill he/she will be learning, (2) under what conditions the
skill will be learned, and (3) the specific criteria to be used
in determining whether competency has been achieved. One of the
nurse's aide student's learning objectives might then be as fol-
lows:

The student will make the hospital bed using the
procedures outlined on the information sheet provided
so that there is only one tight triangular fold on
each corner.

Similarly, a hor-iculture student would be able to-know
before beginning a study of plant diseases exactly what, for
example, the objectives and criteria would be for demonstrating
competency in identifying plant diseases. In well-developed CBE
programs, student performance assessment is based en specially
prepared competency checklists and a rating scale. Students can
examine the checklist and determine exactly what the instructor
will be looking for; i.e., the techniques to be used, the results
to be achieved, the qualities expected. The required level of
performance is not some arbitrary standard, but the performance

---

expected of a beginning worker in the occupation. The instruc-
or's long experience and expertise in the field allow him/her to
ake these judgments accurately.

The student's learning process and:instructional materials
are individualized and "time free". Although the ideal CBE pro-
gram includes no formal courses, many CBE programs can reflect
varying degrees of integration within traditional programs.
Whether CBE is implemented as one part of a formal course, as two
or three courses of study within an occupational service area, or
in _ total vocational program, the student can in all cases use
CE structional learning packages chosen by the student and
inzc- ,7:tor to meet \. student's particular vocational needs and
indL ,dual interests. These packages allow the student to pro-
ceed at his/her own pice and, when necessary-, to "recycle" or
return to learning activities already experienced. Some students
may have achieved certain occupational competencies through pre-
vious experience (e.g., in military service, industrial training,
or life experience) so there is no need to go through the learn-
ing process again. If this is the case, the student may request
to "test out on" a specified competency, consulting with the
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instructor concerning the time and conditions, for demonstrating
proficiency. Again, in a competency-based program, it is not
important where or how you learn--achievement is what matters.

Because every student's program is self-paced and indi-
vidualized, students may enter a program whenever they are ready,
or when a space in the program becomes available. During the
time they are in the program, they work on the sequence of com-
petencies at their own best rate. By "best rate" we mean at the
optimal level for their capabilities and personal learning style,
not just if and when they choose. Ideally, at no point would a
student have to attain a competency by a specified time, but
could, in fact, repeat or take an alternate learning expei.ience
until he/she is able to demonstrate a competency.

_n theory, it is possible to use the compett /-based*
approach in a traditional grOup-based course, but:. in practice
this works out poorly. At the beginning of such a course, all
students in the class Yodld be working on the same competency,
but as they proceed, some students will achieve the skill more
rapidly than others. Then the teacher is in a difficult posi-
tion: should the whole class be held up until the slowest stu-
dent achieves ie skill--or shall instruction proceed when the
most capable L _udent is ready to t,7,ck1e the next competency? In
the first case, capable learners are idle and bored, and their
time is wasted. In the second, slower learneL get further and
further behind as the course moves without them. Individualized
instruction and learning packages seem the only feasible answer.

The student participates in planned, supplementary activi-
ties and uses resources designed to add to his/her particular
learning experiences. The student does not always work. alone.
Interaction activities are planned among students wtio are working
on ..:he same competencies. Small -group work is arranged, and
discussions are planned, as are the showing of films, the use of
slide/tapes, role-playing, and simulation. An experienced worker
or expert from the students' occupational service area may also
serve ca.s a resource person to help with special problems or con-
cerns at the appropriate time. -Field trips, too, can be planned
as an excellent on-site resource.

For example, students in child care programs may need to
discuss frequently the basic techniques they are all learning.
Films may be used to address cotmon concerns of students in a
.decorating, painting, and drywall program who may all need to see
demonstrations of special techniques and problems that'cannot be
demonstrated in the vocational , ratory. Role-playing and
simulation may help a small grc f deny =.7 -zsistant students in
\procedures and techniques for talking wi ;:s and inter-
acting viith employers. An expert welder be able to
Offer solution and "tricks ff the trade' is who are all

ri
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involved in similar kinds of welding activities. A trip to a
food packaging..plant may give students in a packaging program a
chance to feel what the job environment might be like, what kind
of co-workers the student could expect to have, and actual job
skills being performed during a real work day or job shift. It
is a bit more difficu:t to schedule such events in an individ-
ualized program than in a conventional program, but it can be
done.

Orientation Needs

Changing roles can be frightening. We all. fear the unknown
to some degree. This fear can be greatly reduced or eliminated
by makf j the unknown known, by familiarizing those involved with
what they're getting into, by orienting them to CBE. In most
cases, program developers or administrators will be responsible
for orienting the instructional staff. Instructors, then, would
be responsible for orienting their own students. This can serve
to keep the size of the groups being oriented small, which is
Preferable.

Instructors and students- will. need to be oriented to the
following areas:

o CBE concepts in general (What is it? Why use it? What
are its essential elements and desirable characteristics?)

O Specific characteristics and management features of your
CBE program

Changirig roles of student and instructor

ID CBE learning packages to be used

Facilities (resource center, file system for materials,
etc.)

O Evaluation system to be used (devices and procedures)

If instructors are expected to develop their own learning
packages, then some orientation and training must be provided to
prepare them for this. task.

Lirientation Techniques

There are a. variety of techniques and devices that can be
used :effectively to orient these persons to CBE, either on an
individual, small-grocp, or (if absolutely necessary) large-group
basis.
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Handbooks. By preparing written'CBE handbooks targeted to
specific audiences (students, instructors), you can ensure that
all the facts about your program are readily available to the
users., The handbook could contain a review of the characteris-
tics of CBE as well as the specific characteristic of your pro-
gram. Procedures (credits, fees, evaluation) 4can. he outlined and
sample forms included. This h(Indbook can serve as a review and
guidebOok for persons* who have participated in group orientations
previously. For the instructors or students entering the program
after orientations have been conducted-, this handbook can intro-
:Ik:!ce them to the program quid-ly.

die. :ledia, such as side /tapes desCribing CBE and vari-
ous of your program (how to use the resource center
effecLively) are _another means of orientation that can be used
either to supplement and enhance a group orientation session or
to orient people on an individual basis. These, too, s d be
targetet: to specific groups; students and ',.nstructOrb need f-
ferent'information. For example, the inst. uctor needs to j..-now
how to organize and manage the resource center; students rieed to
know how to use it effectively.

Mini-expr.sriences. Probably one of the most effective waysof introducing students or instructors to CBE and your CBE pro-
gram is to arrange for them to participate in hands-on experi-
ences. If learning packages are to be used in the program, then
::_i:periences should be provided to familiarize users with their
format and procedures for use. Some institutions use a "-odule
walk-through," providing each instructor or student wit:, sample
module and then going thrOugh it with them page by page, _:plain-
ing what is there, why it's there, and what you should do with
it.

If there are un' aspects in the facilities to be used,
going beyond a simplc, anation,of these aspects is helpful.
Arrange for people to these facilities and explore. Design
activities that involve them in using the facilities. For exam-
ple:, prepare worksheets that requ1ire them 11.0 locate materials in
the resource center, to work wit. r the filing system, to locate
information in the record-keeping system. Whatever the system
used at your institution, you cats design specific activities to
get people using it in a practice situation.

A more substantial form of practice can be provided by
having participants actually acquire a small skill using the
competency-based approach. For example,. participants can learnto gap spark plugs using the CBE learning materials, with helpavailable from an "instructor." They can thus, experience the
whole process, with supervision, and can raise questions if
needed.
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Visitations. For instructors in an institution that has not
previously had any CBE programs in operation, it is often helpful
to arrange for them to visit other schools and observe CBE pro-
grams in operation. Such visits should be carefully planned so
that instructors, ir, fact, get to see the important features and
have an opportunity.to ask questions. Wandering around the
facility is not sufficient; the visit must be a structured learn-
ing experierv'e to be useful.

For instructors and teachers, these experiences can often
be part of the regular staff develop ?Alt program, perhaps in a
worksiv setting (e.g., materials -development workshop). For
students, orientation can occur during their first few days of
the program. With a well-thought-out, carefully planned, and
thorough orientation, the chances are gocd that the program will
operate smoothly and successfully and that all involved will be
confident about what they are doing, how, and why.



Your resource v.-son will tell you which of the fol-
lowing two acti,.4.tif=,s you will be participating in.

1. Attend a large-group session in which a resource
person will conduct a role-play with one par-
ticipant, illustrating how to conduct a.student
entrance interview for a CBE program.

2. Join the other members of your assigned small
group. A resource person *will assume the role of
"student" cind select questions fl:om the "Student
Questions" below to ask of hisfr "resource per-
son/instructor." You and other members of
your group are the resour, -,ersons and shcJid
respond -to the 'student'-- stions in that
role.

Do not just answer yes this student is
apprehensive about CBE. v,..7!!r answers need to
help him/her understand, ac;_-,5t to, and accept
the CBE concepts and pt:,-7rnm characteristics.

STUDENT DUES-0014S

a. I saw the chart of competencies for this ocCupation and there
are an enormous number of them. Do I have to complete every,
one of them?

b. I was in the service and I got a lot of training in this
occupation. Can I get credit for all that?

c. Why are we going to use those little learning packages
instead of a real textbook?

d. I'm not such a good reader. I don't know if I can understand
all that stuff in those learning packages. Where does that
leave me?

e. talked to other students about this "individualized
instcuction" thing. Does that mean I'll haVe to work allby
my.,:eif without your help?'
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f. In the other courses I take, they-give tests at the end of
. each semester to find out if you pass. Here I have to take a
'performance test on every skill. Why?

g. Suppose I'm not so hot on some skills, but pretty good at
others--can I average them out?

h. What if I fail'some of these competency tests? Do I have to
take the whole course over?

i. I need Lo finish this program and get out and find a job as
soon as I can; I'm just about broke. How long will it take?

j How do I know I can get a job after I finish this program?
Will I really be prepared?
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the following section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of the
following topics and questions, and record key points
and deisions made. A resource person-will be avail-
ableable to assist you as needed.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3. CBE Program Components: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

d. Instructor/Student Role Orientation: Describe how the
instructors/teachers and students in your institution
will be oriented to their new roles.

How.can the cooperation of these persons best be
obtained?

What orientation activities will be conducted?

What orientation materials will bes,used7- How will
they be developed/obtained?

After your group has completed the previous section
of .the implementation plan, use the "CBE Implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Roles," pp. 99-100, to evaluate
your work.
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InstitUtion

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: ROLES

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each Ofthe following perf4mance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances,.a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute,.place"an X in the N/A
column.

In planning how you will orient students
and instructional staff at our institu-
tion to CBE, your

1. considered their current level of
awareness concerning CBE

2. tentatively outlined strategies and
techniques to be used in the orien-
tation process, including those
designed to orient students and

...instructional staff to:

a. charaCteristics of CBE

b. their changing roles in a CBE
program

c.' your specific CBE program

d. /CBE instructional materials

e. CBE facilities

f. CBE process

,C3/99
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3. identified persons who could con-,
duct the Orientation process... .....

4. identified materials".needed for the
orientation process,and*how they
would be obtained

considered staff and budget.limita.--
tions in making your plans

ct,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO PARTIAL FULL

.
.

,

.

. .

Level-of Perforpance: All items must receive' FULL, or N/A
reSponSes. If-any item receives a NO, or PARTIAL response;
revise your plan accordingly.
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Activity

(Optional
1/4Activity

Activity

Learning Experience V

OVERVIEW

Given information on CBE assessment procedures
and devices, plan for the development and use of
appropriate evaluation instruments and grading
procedures within your institution.

You will be attending a large-group presentation
on CBE assessment procedures and devices. You
will also have the opportunity to participate in a
question-and-answer session following the presen-,
tation.

.You may wish to read the information sheet,
"Assessment Procedures and Alternatives,"
pp. 103-113.

You may be participating in a large-group activity
in which the group will develop an assessment
device under the direction of a resource person.
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OVERVIEW continued

You and the other members of your assigned small.
group be completing the "CBE Implementation
Plan," section 3e, p. 115,. which relates to the
CBE assessment procedures you will use in your
institution.

You, will be evaluating your group's competencyrin
developing sec ion 3e of the plan, using the "CBE
Implemel4tatio6_Plan Checklist: Assessment,"
PP. 117-118.

9
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Attend a large-group presentation concerning CBE -,
assessment.procedureS and devices. This presentation
will .include the. following topics:

Assessment of product/process/attitudes

Assessment of the "Whole" (i.e., can Students,
"put 'it all together")

'Rating scales .

The presenter(s) provide',opportunity fog:' 'you to
raise questions conce'rning.the.se topids.

Optional above presentation; you may wish to read the follow-.
For a written review of the material covered in the

koActivity ing information sheet.
. \ .-

- 1-,

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES AND ALTERNATIVES

The power'of'competency-based vocaltional'education is found
in its three undergirding principles:' (1) the'lcontent of
instruction is derived be accurately identifying the tasks needed
for entry into the occupation, and these tasks are specified in :

advance; (2) instruction is focused dirgtly on the tasks the
trainee is to acquire; and (3)^ assessment of traihe competence
is based on the occupational tasks, using tWcriteria of.the
occupation. If that final principle is haphazardly applied, the
entire structure of competency-based education (CBE) begins to-
lose its strength and tends to collapse in a heap of shattered
ideals and broken promises. Only through a carefully conceived
and efficiently, managed student assessment plan can CBE realize
its potential for revitalizing vocational training. No one
should assume that assessment in a CBE. Program is simple and,
easy; it is not. Ho'wever, the fact that it can be done well is,
attested to by the existence of scores of successful programs
underway around the country.

Vocational education has a long history of clearly stating
the goals of instruction, and has obtained reasonably good evi-
dence of student achievement. CBE seeks to carry this one step
further, making student assessment more rational, systematic,

'and.rigorous. There is still a need for clear thinking about
(1) what constitutes competence, (2) what constitutes acceptable
evidence of proficiency, and (3) how you go about collecting the
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evidence. . If you examine a" number of CBE programs, you will soon
come to the conclusion that there are srgalticant differences of
Opihion -on these questions. There is no' disagreement, however,
on .the point that, in.competency-basedinstruction--as contrasted
with conventional group-based instruction --'a much greater empha-I
.sis on assessment is'essential.

Student performance assessment in CBE can be both time-
.

consuming and demanding. However,,less time :Is needed-for such
things as formal leSson planning and preparing forMal presenta,-
tions'than.in'conveptional programs. The time thus saved can be
apenVand'will need to. be spent) on,student assessment. There
is c tainly. nothing wrong in this; it simply corrects a long-
term *balance and strengthens the learning that can occur when
an instructor thoughtfully and systematically evaluateb.a
learner's attempt at skills .performance. The real, trick is to
devise a working assessment system that includes all the essen-
tial features'of CBE. and is also feasible and .practical. for 'a
typical vocational instructor7to use.

A Question of Knowledge )
'?

Anyone implementing CBE must deal with the meaning given
to the term competence. This is a more comple. question than
is immediately apparent. ,It'has implicatjOns. for the kind of
instruction that is provided, and it has a bearing on how stu-
dent assessment is done. -Should competepce mean. the mastery of
knowledge? ShoUld it mean the'acquisitibn of specified skills?
Leaders in competency-based instruction are. gradually accepting
Del Shalock's definition:

Competence is the demonstrated ability to successfully -

apply knowledge and skills in the performance ofcom-,
plex tasks; e.g.,ttioe required to function effec-
tively on a job.

If one accepts this, then the mastery of knowledge ;is an
enabling objective of competence, Cognitive .knowledge should
not, then,'be assessed aS.an end in itself. Assessment of'.
knowledge, in this sense., is useful only to the extent thatit
helps the traineeto learn nforMation that is crucial to the
task and to deterffine'personal progress. Thus, the traditional
paper- and - pencil test of knowledge has a strictly limited (but
nonetheless important)(..-place in a competency-based vocational
program..,7-Of course, if you are training tour guides, then.
knowledge (in the-form of local history and geography) might be
the most important part of peur4program, and you would assess
students accordingly.
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Usually, what the vocational instructor will most want, tor-
assess is the student's ability to apply knowledge in-a job situ-
ation. This can be done by watching: a student' performance o-r
checking a final product. In taking an architeCtural photograph,
for example, students wi3.1 need to;raws'upon their fund of- knoWl-

,
, edge as they select the appropriate ''film and filters-for the

available light, adjust the aperture,-and position the camera.
The instructor's final asSessment can be based:01)On the quality
of the photographic- negative produced, nothether.a-student can
explain the theory Of perspective or.describe the chemical -and
physical properties'of

, Because the test of knowledge is so deeply ingrained in our
schooling, `instructors have a hard timediscarding',it as the pri7
mary evidence of .student CompetenCe* Thisj.spar,tixUlarlyArue
in fields such as health occupations or-the,teohnoldgiesAwhere
the knowledge base is extensive and complex. Some programs com-
bine the results of paper- and' - pencil tests with thoseofrskills
performance, tests to arrive at-:,a decisiqn -alOot 'whether,.a student
is competent or, not.

.

-
Keep in mind, however, that-instructor-made written tests of

knowledge have an unce tain repUtation. for validity and,reliabil-

d;
. ity. No one is quite ure what such tests measure, or how,con-
sistently-they measur it. _Usually, some arbitrary score (per-
,haps 70 or 80 percent) is selected as evidence that .the student
has "passed," preSumably meaning that he/she has mastered the
content. Vocational instructors have never claimed to be evalu-
ation experts either, -so it is not surprising thatthe tests they
develop sometimes leave something to be desired.'-,Tnstructor-made

' test' are, therefore, probably' best used as nenablersi.leading
to mastery of the essential background information,..which- will
later be assessed as it applies to the .final performanceor
product. 7 .

Criteria of Performance

After occupational competencies have been identified,' the
first step in setting up CBE assessment procedures is to decide
what criteria will be'used to mea,sure student competence'. .Con-.

ventional vocational programs also confront the problem. f estab-
lishing criteria. However, in a competency-based program, this
question must be handled much more systematically. For each
specified occupational competency, you must decide what method
you will use to validly and fairly assess each student's profi-
ciency: (1) you might evaluate the chara4eristics or qUalities
of a product produced by the student, (2).you_might observe and
rate the process or performance--including attitudes--that the

.

student'goes through in the course of completing the task, or
(3) you might want to.record the amount of time the student
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requires to complete the task. Often a combinatioh of these
three may be necessary in. order to make a thorough assessment.

Product. Usually; the prodkt produced_ by, the student is
the best measure of, his/her ability 'to accomplish the task. :A
product is something tangiblesuch as a machine part, a set of
manicured fingernails, or a healthy!"philodend,Fon plant. In occu-
pational training, the finished product tends to be the most
valid evidence; it is readily measured, and the measurement can
be done With relative objectivity. Criteria statements can be
_made to clearly desoribefan acceptable 'product with a great deal
of accuracy; e.g.; "diameter must be plus or minus 1/1000 inch,"
or "the document must be,typed Without errors, erasures', or
strikeovers."

Process. In some"competencies, the process followed in pro-
ducing a product or performing a skidl may be of paramount impor-:
tance. This isparticularly true in the service occupations, but
process'may alsdQbe a factor in almost,any occupational area:
The student's performance will'need to be assessed when (1) there'
is no tangible product (e.g, "greet visitors to the office, or
"place long-distance telephone calls"); (2)in cases in which
critical inner parts,of a final. prOdUct are hidden from viewtr(as
in a surgical dressing, where inner aseptic neasures and medica-
tionS are of even greater importance than Oleodter visible
areas); or'(3) dr situations in which sanitation or safety pro-
'cedures are of. extreme importance and mus.,-..._be meticulously-
observed. ,It may be true that, in the past, school's have tended,
to place more emphasis than business or industry on the "right"
way to go' about a task.

Time. The factor of time is seldom assessed as the sole
criteria; it is almost always combined with _product or process
criteria. Speed of production has long been associated with
business-and-office skills, but it also must be rated n number
of trade and industrial occupations.-- Time standards may come
from specific industry documents, such as the automotive flat
rate manual with, for example,.90 minutes allowed to remove and
replace an engine. Or,they may derive from general trade.agree-
ments, as in the masonry standard of laying 800 bricks a day. It
is important, however, -that the time the student takes to com-
plete a task to demonstrate competency is not confused with the
time the student heeds to learn that task. In CBE programsi.the
student'should be allowed whatever time is needed to learn. Once
the task has been mastered, the trainee then must be able to per-
form it within the time specified by the criteria.

Combinations of criteria. 'Usually, a single type of cri-
terion is not used alone, but in combination.with others. It is

. necessary to assess not only the quality of the final product',
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bud also the correctness of the process by which it was com-
p eted', and how long it'took the student to complete.'

It is worth emphasizing ,that the measurable criteria of.
/assessment in a CBE program must be"those of the occupation, the
/ ones used by people;who assess workers on the job (the foreman,
/ -supervisor, (:)' professional' in charge) . They cannot be arbi-

trarily selected by the instructor -dn the basis of personal
preference. All trainees who are to be credited with having
mastered a competency must be subject to the same criteria of
acceptability.

Level of Student Performance

. Educators have sometimes been uneasy about' the standards of
performance they expect of their students. It is often difficult ''
to fully justify the traditional system'of norm -based "assessment.
In addition., ,some.teachers sat rather personal and ar itrary
standards--to students, some are known.to be "tough" nd others
"easy" graders. Furthermore evaluation is many times ased.-on
school expectations rather than employer requirements.

The position of competency-based occupational education is
quite different. The ultimate standards of acceptable petfor.-
mance'are those Of the occupations students will be entering. In
many ways, this simplifies the task of setting performanCe stan-
dards, but it doesn't make it any,easier to nudge whether the
standards have been attained. Actually, business and industry
can accommodate quite a wide range of proficiency, from employees
who need strict supervision as they work at a task, to others Who
are not only competent theMselves but capable of supervising
others. 'Employers also accept that an employee may be better at,
some tasks than at others. and arrange assignments accordingly.
What is probably most important to the employer is to know more
pecisely,what the prospective employee can and dannot'douand
the level at which he/she can do it.

,In some CBE.prOgramsi the responsibility for determining
levelevel of adceptable performance rests completely with ,the

instructor. The reasoning there is that the standards for each
task are set by the occupation (either explicitly
and there is no one betterrElualified to know and.apply these
standards than the instructor. He or she is a skilled occupa-
tional specialist, with eithet current or -recent experience in
the field.. The instructor, inphis case, obsekves the student
performing a task and evaluates the performance or product just
as the foreman or supervisor would on the job. The instructor.
takes a long, penetrating look at the work and simply knows that
it is acceptable or not acceptable, right or wrong.



Other CBE programs tend Ito give the instructor much more,
guidance in setting the. level of performance. Mager -type
objectives are written to inclqde not only a description of the
conditions under which the task shall ,be performed, but the
criteria of acceptable performance (e.g., "with -80 percent accu-
racy.. 'Sometimes behavioral:objective writers simply pass on
the responsibility,by Specifying that the task is to be done.
". . . .to the aatisfaction of the instructor." Written cra-
teria'can be the work of .the instructor, a curriculum' developer,
or a panel of experts. -The catalogs produced by the Vocational-
Technical Education Consortium of States. V-TgCS) are examples
of materials that contain'statedecriteria of'performance for thie

-.instructor to use in evaluating Students.

In either case, it is ofcritical importance that the voca-
tional instructor Reep up to date on the level of performance -
expected by employers in his/her occupational (and geographical)
area. Occupational requirements change over time; a carpenter
lapplying'siding to a hduse in Homestead, Florida in 1960 could

." produce work that would not'be tolerated in Minheapolis in 1980.
An active advisory committee, regular on-the-job experience, and
frequent contact with incumbent workers all help the instructor
keep inforMed of the 'level oe performance he/she should expect of
students,

Some school's (notably Holland College) differentiate among
student levels of'performance, others (such. as Minnesotes 916 .

AVTI) dd. not. In this latter,situation,all students muat,Meet
ma ery,level in order to receive credit. If a student attends
fe er hours, learns more slowly, or leaves before completion,
he she is credited with.fewer masteries, not ones at lower
levels.' At Holland:College, students are expected.-to achieve
at varying levels of skill, so the rating, scale and reporting
system provide for this. In addition, if a student is-not satis-;
fied:With his/her eating on a specific competency, he/she may
undertake additional learning experiences and attempt to raise
the level of; performance. ._ -

''checklists and Rating Scales,

The use of chedklists in the assessment of students-in/,a
cbmpetency-based prccgram is a widespread and .successful tech
nique. Checklists are lairly-eaSy to construct since they, v.

consist of statements of criteria, in short and concise form.
Instructors can use. he checklists as.a guide im observing
students' performance and examining final §roducts. Copies of
.the appropriate checklists for the competencret.on which they
are working are made available to students well in advance of
instruction so they know exactly what,is expected of them if
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, \Y'they are
I

to attain mastery. This has proVen to be one of.tle
most valuable learning devices to derive- frlm the .'13E approa&l.,

Instructors and curriculum specialists can tdevelop'check-'
dists 4,17 elaborating on the competency itself. These criteria
should be well kfloWn to thecompetent occupational practitioner.
The following list describea a few of the .more important quell-
tieS:of a checklist:

One checklist should be donstructed for each major corn
petency. in, the program.

.

The checklist should be short-enough to make it practi-
cal for the'isn-Structor to use. Perhaps five to ten items
are sufficient- fdr a lowerLlevel skill, ten to twenty
.items (at,the most) for complex competencies.

: The criter(ia included must becritical to the success
Of the skills. Minor or trivial criteria just make the
instructor''s evaluation job more difficult and time- .

.cons4ming.

.°Eitch criterion should have sgme qualitative base'. It is
not.enough.to. recortnat the student. did something; he
may have done'it very poorly or very well, andthi8-need'
to be shown. \'

The items, must be simple and unambiguous-- quickly Kea
and understood by the busy instructor.

CBE prograMs -List being installed can get a great amount of
.help from outside sources in developing checklists. Most V-!ITC_S
catalogs include checklists*, for the appropriate coMpetencies.
Other CBE.ptOgrams can furnish checklists they haye developed for
their own use. Textbooks often contain li,stp of the qualities
desired of a specific product orperformance, and tliese_can be
translated into cheCklj.st fom..

Every checklist impli6s some sort of rating scale, even if ,
the rating for each item is nothing more than a Yes or No.' Some
vocational educators maintain that.in-a competenCy-based-.,--pro-.
gram, the student should be rated only on, whc.tAer or not he/she
did indeed 'achieve the stated criterion. The sating scale for

; each criterion' should, therefore, be a siMpae,"go/no-go" type-4
yes, rio; mastery, 'no mastery; acceptable, not acceptable. This
has simplicity in its favor, but has limits usefulness. It
also forces the instructor to draw a-fine line between acceptable
and unacceptable performance.

.1
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Other rating scales permit a degree of latitude-and provide
the student with more information about his/her performanc.3. The
levels might include the following:

O Not Appropriate, None, Partial, Full

e Poor, Fair, Gciod, Excellent

O Not Acceptable, Acceptable, Outstanding

Other variations are, of course, easily possible. In each of
these, a minimum acceptable level is specified, but the other
levels on the scale permit the instructor to recognize unusual
achievement, or to counsel with the student regarding certain
weak areas that must be brought up to standard before credit for
the total competency can be awarded.

As in individual criteria, ratings for the total competency
being assessed can be-of the mastery/no-mastery type, or can
differentiate among levels of overall performance. A multi-level
rating scale for each competency in,the occupational program has
two major advantages: (1) it'allows the student to relearn and
work toward higher ratings, and (2) it provides more inforMation
to the prospective employer about the actual competence of the.
job applicant. One such rating scale that has proven successful
has a five-level system:

0 - Unsatisfactory performance or no performance

1 - Some ability to perform the task; requires supervision

2 - Can perform task satisfactorily with periodic supervi-
sion

3 - Can perform task without supervision

4 - Can perform task with more,than acceptable speed and
quality

Typically, the employer would hire those who were able to
perform competencies essential to his/her business at the 2 or 3
level. Level 4 would probably be attained only by more experi-
enced persons in the occupation who have had an opportunity to
apply tIe skill in a number of different situations.

Developing a rating scale for your institution will be one
of the more important things you will do as you install CBE. The
final outcome will need to be consistent with the instructional
model and philosophy of the institution. It will also need to be
acceptable to instructors, understood by students, and backed by
administrators.
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Practical Problems of Assessment

'Conducting performance tests may seem like a straightfor-
ward matter, but there are a number of practical problems to be
solved, both by the curriculum designer and the instructor in the
classroom or laboratory. Just as in written tests of knowledge,
the old questions of validity_and reliability need to be dealt
with. The instru(:tor must devise an assessment situation that
measures what supposed to measure. This is not particu-
larly difficult if the competencies are very carefully stated in
terms of performance and if the instructor,is going to observe
the student on every competency. If, however, there are so many
similar competencies that only critical ones can be selected for
assessment--with those serving as indicators of total profi-
ciencv--then the selection must be made with great care to be
sure that the right skills are measured. \

Reliability is a critical issue because, in a competency-
based vocational program, any performance test can be expected to
be given at many times during the school year. The conditions of
the test must be such that,students of equal ability will receive
an equal rating, no matter when they perform. This means that
the materials, tools, and conditions of the test should be iden-
tical. In setting up a test such as troubleshooting a malfunc-
tionincl refrigeration system, for example, the refrigeration unit
and the defect to be located should always pose a problem at the
same level. Howeverit can't always be the same problem because
word would soon get a'round among students, making the test use-
less.

In addition to general concerns about validity and reli-
ability, the instructor must solve he problem of providing real
occupational situations in which'to assess students. The diffi-
culties here involv,e the amount of time available for assessment,
the resource required, the hazards involved, the unpredictability
of human behavior, and occupational situations that cannot easily
be duplicated. Some brief examples will help clarify these
ideas.

Time required for assessment. Ideally, each studen't should
be observed carrying out the entire process involved in complet-
ing a competency. But followed to the lettqr, this could take
an enormous amount of time, both for the student and for the
instructor. Consider a chef training program in which there are
three competencies (among scores of others) that require the
trainee to prepare roast meat, roast fish, and roast fowl. Is it
feasible. to have,the trainee do all of these time-consuming tasks
just to be evaluated, or will selected operations in roasting be
adequate indicators of proficiency?
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One time-conserving technique is to use more advanced stu-
,dents to check out beginning students on lower-level skills.
Another is to set aside a certain period of each day for assess-
ment, reserving the rest for individualized instruction and
conferences. if students are sent out for field experiences,
on-the-job supervisors. can be trained to make the appropriate
assessments.

Resources required. Traditional tests and quizzes might
call for nothing more in the way of supplies than a clean sheet
of paper. However, in some competency-based trade and industrial
programs, the amount of.materials used up in assessment could be
very substantial. If you are assessing students' ability to hang
a door,'for example', you would want to furnish a new door and
frame for each student, but this expenditure of resources might
just not be-possible. ,Clever reuse of materials is helpful here.
For example, in auto body repair, the same fender could be used
to perform and assess straightening sheet metal, using body
fillers, applying paint, and finishing painted surfaces. `Another
problem, common to many occuPationall'areas,, involves assessing a
student on the operation of an elaborate piece of equipment that
is not available in the school. Arrangingto "borrow" the use of
the equipment from a business'or agency and doing the assessment
on location may be the answer.

Hazar6s involved. The very act of performing some opera-
tions for assessment may create personal hazard for the student
and the instructor. This is especially true in assessing the
.student's ability to control emergency situations. It may not be
wise, for example, to have a student braze a leaking gasoline
tank in the school shop. If the student makes an error in the
procedunk,' neither student no instructor may be around to dis-
cuss the results of evaluation. Similarly, it may promote
realism, but it is unrealistic to-pour molten metal on a damp
concrete floor just to evaluate whether the student reacts
properly to the emergency that will result. The solution could
be to devise situations one step short of full reality, or to
break the hazardous operation into small actions, with the
instructor ready to stop the process instantly if the student
is about to make a serious error.

Unpredictability of human behavior. Machines can usually be
depended on to respond in known ways to 'a student's prformance.
Including people in the assessment situation introduces (as
always) an element of unpredictability; yet many compe,tencieS
involve. dealing with people as co-workers, customers-,,or clients.
If the competency statement requires the student to,"assign work
to others," it is importantIto observe and evaluate the response
from the other persons, which may be one of resentment, friendly
cooperation, Or dull apathy. This kind of assessment situatian
makes it difficult to anticipate the reactions -and prepare a fit:
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assessment instrument. Role -play techniques, or use of video-
taped situations to which the.student responds, could be neces-
sary substitutes.

Occupational situations that cannot easily be duplicated. A
competency in a practical nursing program might involve prevent-
ing a person from choking using the Heimlich Maneuver, a tech-
nique requiring quick and strong pressure to the victim's chest.
Obviously, the best assessment situation would be to bring into
the laboratory a person who is indeed choking, with a large piece
of food lodged in his/her windpipe. At.the-time of assessment,
however, it is unlikely that such a person can be found, so
having the student demonstrate the technique on a normal fellow
classmate may have to suffice. (Cracking a rib in the process is
a real hazard in this simulation.) This kind of assessment prob-
lem (i.e., in which the student needs to perform a skill in situ-
ations that are difficult or impossible to et-up) occurs most
frequently in health occupations, but also may be found in agri-
,culture (e.g., "control an infestation of mole cHckets in turf
grass") and service occupations. There are no easy solutions.
Again, role-plays, simulations, or tests of knowledge may have to
be resorted to. In some instances, it is only necessary to delay
final assessment until the specific situation occurs naturally in
due course; at*certain times of the year there are more than
enough mole crickets to go around.

Solving the practical problems of assessment is the direct
concern of the occupational instructor. However, in this, as in
all aspects and phases of the assessment program, the curriculum
developer needs to be equally involved. The competency-based
instructional model adopted by the school or 'college must provide
for student assessment and deal with it in considerable detail.
Variations in assessment procedures-needed by programs that
include clinical experience or on-the-job training must be worked'
out in advance and agreed to hy the faculty and staff who are
affected. All of this requires considerable cooperative effort,
planning, and foresight.

You may attend'a large-group session in which a
resource person will lead the group in develping a
CBE assessment device for a given skill (e.g., fill-
ing a car's gas tank). You and the other partici-
pants will suggest criteria to be included on the
assessment device to measure the process, the final
product, and related attitudes.
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Join the other members-of-your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the folloing section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan.." Discuss each of the
following topics and questions, and record key points
and decisions made. A resource person will be avail-
able to assist you as needed.

CQE 10PLEMENTATION PLAN

3. CBE Program Components: Briefly address the following CBE
p;&gram component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

e. Assessment Procedures: Briefly describe the appropriate
'CBE evaluation instruments and grading procedures for,
your institution.

What types and levels of assessment are needed?

What types of instruments will be used? Will theybe
developed in-house or obtained from outside resources?
What sources?

What assessment procedures will be used?

What performance standards will be set?

What are the roles of the instructor, student, and
administrator in assessment?

.0 How'willgi-ades for completed modules and for courses
be determined? r

After your group has completed the previous section
of the implementation plan, uSe the "CBE Implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Assessment," pp. 117-118, to
evaluate.your work.



Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: ASSESSMENT

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special/circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible toiexecute, place an X in the N/A
column.

.

In planning, the CBE assessment procedures
you will use in,youre.inst

1

tution, you:

1. determined whether checklists'were
available or would need to be
developed locally

2. determined who would have responsi-
bility for securing or developing
the checklists (and how they would
be trained, if necessary),

3. established tentative assef,:sment
procedures appropriate for your CBE
_program, including:

a. student's role in the process

b. instructor's role in the process,
r

c. at what points assessment would
be conducted

d. provisions for recycling
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4. established a st.oftenttive per-
formance standards (rating scale)
appropriate for your CBE program

5. considered host achievement of coripe-
tenciA would be translated into
"grades," ensuring that the method
selected was compatible with:

a. the essential characteristics
and desirable elements of CBE...

b. your institution's grading
system

c. student needs

d. employer needs

e. the limits of instructor time....

6. determined if instructors and stu-
dents would require training in
using the assessment procedures,'and
how this training would be,provided..

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.

rfr
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Learning Experience VI

OVERVIEW

Given information describing alternative OBE
instructional models, determiWe'the,program
features best suited to the needs and charac-
teristics of yodr institution and-your students.

You will be attending'a large-group presentation
on alternative. CBE instructional models. :You will
also have thb opportunity to participate in a
question-and-answer session following the'presen-
tation.

Optional "Selected CBE Instructional 'Program Descri

. You may wish to. read the.Oformation sheet"..
Activity pp. 121-126.

You and the other members Of your assigned small
`group will be completing the "CBE Implementation
Plan," section 3f, p. 127, which relates to the
CBE instructional model you will adopt at your

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing section 3f of the plan, using the "CBE
Implementation Plan Checklist: Instructional
Model," pp. 1297130.
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Activity ttend a large-group presentation concerning alterna-
tive CBE instructional models. This presentation
will include infprmation about instructional concerns
(rather than management concerns) and how to combine
components of CBE intoa single instructional system.
Examples of such systems being used in educational
instittitiobs with CBE prograths will be described,
including the following system components:

tOptional
Activity

`1:ha

Identification of competencies

Instructional-paterials

0,Instruc'tional approach

® Assessment of students

o Special features

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning these components and sys-.
tems.

'It is suggested that you read the.follOwing informa-
tyion sheet concerning alternative CBE.instructional
models.

SELECTED CBE INSTRUpTIONAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

On the following pages are brief "descriptions of fOur CBE
. instructional systems currently in use. Each of these descrip-

. tions covers the five components listed in the previous activity.



INSTITUTION

IDENTIFICATION
OF COMPETENCI,ES

,91 Vocational-Technical District
- White Bear Lake, Minnesota

rogram competencies are identified locally;
identification is the responsibility of 'the

. instructor. Input is derived from instructor's
expertise, texts, current occtIpationallinforma-

-- tion, -local program advisory committee. Compe-
- tencies are stated in the form of specific
occupationa,1 tasks.

INSTRUCTIONAL Materials.are locally produced, with major
MATERIALS responsibility that of ttpiogram instruc-

tor; support staff aids. roduction. A standard
format has been deVeloped by 916 and is used
byall 52 instructional programs. Some 5,800
"Learning Guides" are'now available.. Learning
Guide includes enabling objectives, learning
steps, resoUrpes., instruction sheets, self-
checks, and performancetest. Guides, in com-
bination with supporting materials and media,
became Learning Packages. Full-facility
resource centers are located adjacent to
appropriate claS8rooms and laboratories.

INSTRUCTIONAL Instruction is highly individualized and
APPROACH personalized,,with a high degree of self-

'instruction. The instructor servesas a
resource Person,'with relatively little group
instruction. Student recycles if mastery is,

-not attained, at first attempt. Program is
open-entry/open-exit; student's rate of prog-
ress is monitored, compared with standard hours
established fOr learninseach task.

ASSESSMENT Students are assessed on each specified task.
OF STUDENTS Assessment is at two levels only: "mastered,"

or "not mastered." The performance test used
is that which is contained in the Learning
Guide; criteria are known to .students in'
advance. The number of learning hours needed
to attain mastery is recorded.

SPECIAL There is complete integration of handicapped
FEATURES and special needs students in the program. The

institution operates both s condary and post-
secondary programs using CB . Staff training
consists of seven instructi nal modules in
standard format.
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INSTITUTION Central Technical Community College

)

Hastings, Nebraska
(

IDENTIFICATION Identification of competencies is basically .

OF COMPETENCIES the responsibility, of the vocational program
A instructor. Input and approval are given by

the local craft advisory committee". The compe-
tency list is revised as needed by instructor.
Ocxupational.Skills are stated in performance
terms.

.1z (

INSTRUCTIONAL Materials are developed locally'by the program
MATERIALS instructor, with some assistance. As instruc-

tors are employed, they are trained in mate -
ials spend their.first weeks

in developing new materials or revising-exist-'
ing ones. A.standard format is- used throughout
the institution; the form is that' of individual
color-coded sheets, including instructional
guide, information sheets, and test items.

INSTRUCTIONAL._ Instruction is completely individualized. Stu-
.APPROACH dents may enter or exit at anytime. They may

concentrate on learning a few specifi9compe-.

,..tencies or progress through 4n-entire program
of studies...Students.work- strictly at their
own.rate., progressing to new competencies only
after achieving preceding ones. Instructors
work individually with students, checking work
and helping to solve problemS. Student inter-
actiOn, field training, and .clinical, experience
are provided as requited by the competencies.
Attendance is required, but time is flexible.

''ASSESSMENT Student assessment is based on stated tasks.
OF STUDENTS "' Final determinatioh of proficiency is derived

from paper- and - pencil as well: as performance
tests. The structor.determines the
acceptable leiel of performance. These are
criterion-KeferenCed, not norm - based.

SPECIAL "Variable Credit" concept and registration
FEATURES procedures allow the student complete freedom

in buying credits for the competencies he/she
wishes to attain; a.truly self-paced-and per-
sonalized leaining program is pOssible. One-
to-one teaching predomihates. A'high degree of
student motivation permeates the instructional
prOgram.
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INSTITUTION State of Kentucky
Bureau of Vocational Eddcation

IDENTIFICATION Program competencies for this state - supported
OF C05.5TENCIES system are derived directly and without change

from V-TECS catalogs. All V-TECS comPetencies
are included in the instructional program.
New program development is deperden 'upon the .

availability of'V-TECS catalogs. All CBE pro-
grams in the state project use the same sets of
competencies.

INSTRUCTIONAL -'1ndividualized modules are developed for all
MATERIALS CBE prOgrams by the Kentucky Bureau of Voca-

tional Education. Selected teams of instruc-
tors'work with technical support staff V:, write
modules and develop media. Materials atie pro-
duced and distributed by the state. The state-:-

- wide standard format includes an activity
guide, information sheets, self-checks, and
performance assessment measures, all packaged/,
in a transparent folder. Instructors receive ,

these mateTials and organize their own resource
centers.

INSTRUCTIONAL //Instruction is generally individualizedr the
APPROACH specific approach varies somewhat with instruc-

tor. Students,work on a specified sequence of
competencies at their own rate. Some programs
are open-entry/open-exit.' Provision is made
eor.the instructor to'modify learning activi-
ties to suit individual, students' learning
styles.

Criterion-referenced measures are taken
directly from V-TECS dtalogs and are included.
in the modules.. The instructor rates the stu-
dent's perfortance of each competendy as
"acceptable" r "not acceptable." The student
recycles if tlecessary.to achieve competence.
Course gradesj.nclude factors of dompetencies
adhieved,"attftude, employability

ASSESSMENT
OF STUDENTS

SPECIAL
FEATURES

Before the instructor receives the materials
and installs a CBE program, he/she successfully
completes a modularized training program con-
ducted by the state department. Some support
media and hardware are supplie 'py the state.
The CBE approach is used in secondary and
postsecondary programs.

r-
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INSTITUTION

IDENTIFICATION
OF COMPETENCIES

Holland College
Prince Edward Island, danada

:A thorough application of the DACUM process is'
used cpriat-lalyzing oCcupations. A DACUM
mittee of ipc4mbent workers and supervisors
identifies.all competendies essential for local
workers in the occupation. The instructor and
support staff build-the instructional prograM
directly from an unmodified DACUM chart. The
chart is reviewed and updated by a DACUM com-
mittee every ttiree.years.

INSTRUCTIONAL Instructional. materials are developed locally,
MATERIALS using the institution-designed format. Learn--.

ing guides are pioduCed by -a team including the
program instructor and educational techRolo-,
gists. A vertical file box is provided for
each competency in a program, containing a
learning guider printed support materials from
a variety of sources, and locally produced
media. The files are available in a resource
center located right'within the ptogram.class-
room'or laboratory. Learning-guides provide
skill. elaborations and print, medika, and -humah
resources for achieving proficiency;!

<3

INSTRUCTIONAL This'is a highly individualized, open-entry/
APPROACH open -exit program.' The student and instructor

determine the' sequence of competencies to be' .

achieved. Practice, drill, and'group work
are provided where, necessary. Field training
experience is arranged to provide advanced and
realistic experience as needed to achieve com-
petence. The instructor is responsible for
maintaining student progress through the pro-
gram.

LSSESSMENT
OF STUDENTS

Students are rated on each skill attempted. A
five-leyel rating scale differentiates'student
performance. The student first completes a
self-assessment; then the instructor malces a
rating; and then differences are resolved.
Field assessment of competencies maybe-done by
on-the-job drainer. The student may'work to
improve a(i.ating at any time. Acceptable Stan-
dards of performance are based on the instruc
tor's interpretation of occupational expecte--
tions.
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SPECIAL All instructors are involved in.a -continuous
FEATURES staffl development program using the same

competency-based approach as student training.
The "Record of Achievement" given to the stu-
dent records ratings of all program competen-
cies:
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the following section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of the
following topics and questions, and record key points
and decisions made. A resource person willbe avail-
able to assist you as needed.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3 CBE Program Components: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goal's.

f. Instructional Model: Briefly describe the ideal CBE
instructional model for your institution.

what procedures will be followed when a student
enters the program?

How will students' present competency level be
evaluated-and validated?

How will individual student programs be designed?

How will student-instructor contact time be orga-
nized?

What other special instructional features will be
emphasized in your CBE program?

After your group has. completed the pre'vious section
of the implementation plan, use the "CBE Imple-
mentation Plan Checklist: ,Instructional Model,"
pp. 129-130, to evaluate your work:
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKUST: INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

Directions: Place an X in the NO,, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that: each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, Or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to ex.=.77ute, place an X in the N/A
column.

In planning the CBE instructional model
you will adopt at your institution, you:

1. made decisions based on the follow-
ing factors:

a. how competencies would be
identified

b. what instructional materials
would be used

c. how students would be assessed..

2. considered the degree of individ-
ualization to be sought

3. considered any special features to
be included

4. developed a tentative overall
instructional model that is:

a. consistent with CBE concepts

b. internally consistent

/28/129
.
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c. all-inclusive, covering how
instruction will be provided to
students from initial entry
into the.program to final exit...

d. realistic in terms of your
staff", students, and institu-
tional mission and philosophy....

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO I PARTIAL FULL

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Learning Experience VII

OVERVIEW

Given information about various CBE management and
.administrative options, describe the options most
appropriate for your institution's mode of opera-
tion.;

(s'

You will be attending a large-group presentation
on various CBE management and administrative
options. You will also have the opportunity to
participate in a question-and-answer session
following the presentation..

[Optional "Managing the Competency-Based Vocational Pro-
You may wish to read the information sheet,

Activity
gram," pp. 133-140.

44:Zi rE:P

You and the other members of your assigned small
group will be completing the "CBE Implementation
_Plan," section 3g, p. 141, which relates to hoW
you will manage and administer CBE in your insti-

l'tution.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing section 3g of the plan, using the "CBE
Implementation Plan Checklist: Management/Admin-
istration," pp. 143-144.
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Activity Attend a large-group presentation concerning various
CBE management and administrative options. This
presentation will include the following topics:

Providing a resource center

Devising record-keeping forms and procedures

Organizing the physical facilities

Storing and managing student instructional
materials

Managing an individualized or open-entry/open-
exit system

Assessing student fees

0 Determining faculty load

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning these topics.

For a written review of some of the topics covered in
Optional the above presentation, you may wish to read theActivity y rt

informationfollowing nformation sheet. 7

MANAGING THE COMPETENCY-BASED VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

A vocational instructor installing a competency-based
instructional system must be prepared to manage a learning situ-
ation that is quite different from that of conventional programs.
Students will be engaged in many learning activities at several
levels of achievement, and they will be working at varying rates.
At any one moment in the instructional period, some students will
need supervision of their 'laboratory work; one or two may want to
get started working on a new learning package in the occupational
series; several may have questions about the reading they are
doing as part of their learning packages; one may want advice
about arranging to visit a field site as an optional activity;

7. Adapted from The Center for Vocational Education, "Organize
the Vocational Program to Install Competency-Based Instruction,"
Module K-2 (Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, 1977),,pp. 7-113.
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and two students may be ready for the instructor to observe and
assess their performance of a required skill.

The number of student activities and needs in an individual-
ized competency-based education (CBE) program places heavy
demands on the managerial ability of the instructor. If the
instructor attempts to cope with these varied deffiands by reim-
posing a lock-step organization-f-in which all students begin and
complete each module at the same time, with group instruction and
group testing--a great deal of the value of CBE will have been
lost. If the instructor uses individualization with insufficient
organization, confusion and frustration will likely be the
result.

The role of a successful instructor in a CBE program will
be increasingly that of a learning manager, rather th4n a giver
of information. In order to fulfill this new role, the instruc-
tor will need to know at all times (1) the status and progress
of each student in the program, (2) the resources, materials,
and equipment required by students in the immediate future, and
(3) the problems students are likely to have with each learning
package or competency as they work through the program.

Record Keeping-in a CBE Program

In order to know the status and progress'of each student,
complete records of student achievement are required. In some

' CBE programS, all students will be working to complete the same
designated series of competencies. Other programs will encour-
age each student to have a training program that is individually
designed for his or her particular personal and occupational
goals., In either case, an official:record_card should be on file
for each student, showing the competencies that constitute the
agreed upon program of studies. (4/copy of this record should be
available at, all times for use counseling and advising stu-
dents in their daily learning activities.

As students complete the work of each learning package and
demonstrate the necessary competency, a record must immediately
be made of their-achievement. The record forms and record-
keeping procedures do not need to bq complex, but they must be
more detailed,than traditional classroom grading procedures and
must be accurate. Above all, the instructor must be scrupulous
In keeping student progress records absolutely up to date.
Trusting to memory and doing record keeping in "batches" at the
end of the day or the week simply will not do.

At, the minimum, a current student progress record should
include the following. data: (1) the student's complete planned
program of occupational competencies (pr learning packages),
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(2) the date the student began to work on any given learning
package, (3) the dates when performance tests were administered,
but the level of performance achieved required the student to
recycle or redo parts of the learning packages, (4) the date the
given learning package or competency was successfully completed,
and (5) the final rating <)in the competency (if this is appro-
priate to the learning materials Used). This data should be
e tered on the student's record sheet as soon as each event
o curs. (It ds convenient to carry these record sheets in a
no ebook so they are at hand at all times.)

Tlibically in a CBE program, the student's performance of a
compe eriey is rated against a checklist. After it has been com-
pleted, he checklist should be placed in the student's permanent
file folder. Sample 9 is an example of a student record sheet
suitable for a CBE program.

In addition to keeping an accurate record of the individual
student's achievement, some instructors maintain a chart that
records the progress of the total student group. It is helpful
for students to know how they are progressing toward their ulti-
mate goal--it is essential for the instructor to be able to spot
individual students who may be having learning difficulties or
motivation problems. Teachers report that in individualized CBE
programs it is easy for a student to get r"lost," as it were,
making little or no progress without anyone noticing the situ-
ation. A wall-type progress chart of the kind that vocational
teachers have used for many years will be very valuable in.keep-
ing student and instructor alike aware'of individual achievement.
The units of progress across the top of the chart should, of
course, be the learning packages or competencies that constitute
the occupational program. Sample 10 is an example of a progress
chart. that could be used in a CBE,program.

It is true that, for some students in a CBE program,
achievement will not take the form of a completely orderly prog-
ress from' one competency to the next.

, Progress may be sporadic
because, for example, an essential piece of equipment is in heavy
use, a field experience is dependent on the season, or the stu-
dent discovers some kind of personal block. It is usually per-
missible for students to suspend work on one competency for.a
while in order to move on to another. The instructor should be
thoroughly aware of this, however, and get the student back in
sequence as soon-cas he or she is ready to proceed again.

Some vocational-technical. institutes and community colleges
are installing computer programs for maintaining achievement
records Of students in competency -based occupation programs. The
periodic printouts that are furnished to the instructor can be a
rich source of information. They can aid in identifying students
with achievement problems and reveal the-need for curriculuM
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SAMPLE 9

COMPETENCY ACHIEVEMENT RECORD

Occupational Training Program

Student's Name'

Program Beginning. Date Program Completed

Instructor

Module No. Title Started

Dates

Recycle Achieved

Class Period

SAMPLE 10

CLASS PROGRESS CHART

Semester

Modules

Students. A-1 A-3 A-4 A-5 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4

._571.72;7404 1'1
/q7044er745

CP- 7 6 3' 70 4/ %f
. -

r.t.
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revision. If your institution uses computer data processing, it

is to your advantage to learn how to furnish it with accurate
data and to interpret the resulting information output.

Organizing the Physical Facilities

Some changes in the physical organization of the vocational'
classroom and laboratory may be necessary to help. ensure good
management of the CBE prograM. This is in addition to the pro-
vision of a resource center, to be discusSed later. You probably
will not needsto make many major changes, at least until you haVe
gained a great deal more experience in using the competency-based
approach.

One item that must be considered is how to stare and dis- ,

tribute the instructional materials themselves--the learning
packages (learning guides, or modules). For some occupational
programs (distributive education programs using the IDECC mate-
rials, for example) this is an important problem. The learning
packages can be numerous and voluminous; they need to be care-
fully kept in correct order and in good condition; and they must
be readily available to instructor and students. Probably the
best solution is to keep the stock of new, ununsed learning
packages in three- or four-drawer file cabinets, stored in logi-
cal sequence, and neatly labeled. For learning packages that
are currently being worked on by students in the class, you can
provide cabinets or wall-hung "pigeon hole" compartments, with a
space assigned -to each student. It is important that students
have an%rganized and secure place for learning packages in

process, so that they don't lose or misplace their work and
become discouraged. Learning packages that have been completed
by students can be put into a temporary storage cabinet, ready
for checking and perhaps recycling into the module stock. No
matter how simple the storage equipment, good organization here
is all-important because of the sheer volume of materials that
must be controlled.

Another possible change in the physical setting.is in the
arrangement,,ca class seatingr A vocational program using the CBE
approach is--(much less likely to need the usual rows of tablet
chairs or desks facing the chalkboard--an arrangement that is
best suited to group instruction. Small grioupings, out of the
traffic, can serve as stations for impromptu conferences between
instructor and student, or study areas for students who want to
refresh their: nemories before going on to the next laboratory
aetivity. In a vocational subject involving considerable tech-
nical data, instructors and students might find it helpful to
have small portable chalkboards available at these study spots.
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In some CBE programs, it might be highly desirable to have
an area in the facility'set aside just for assessing the stu-
dents' ,final performance. The assessment procedures are likely
to be considerably more structured, complex, and time consuming
than in conventional programs. .Anything that can.be done to
organize the laboratory to facilitate the assessment,function
will be extremely helpful. For example, a business and office
program womld benefit from having a small semi-private area
equipped with all required machines and supplies where the stu-,
dent could take,the performancq tests under the observatidn of
the instructor. This would provide a minimum of distraction and
.afford the privacy that is very desirable for a frank and open
discussion of the student's performance. An'electronics program
could set asidea bench with all the major test instruments
installed and ready for use in the assessment procedures.

The Resource Center in a CBE Program

A,:resource center is an important and unique element of an
effective competency-based vocational program. This facilit -'''N's
(also sometimes called a learning center) may function as a
library, study room, media viewing room, or counseling area,
depending on-the need. Working in the resource center, the
vocational student might (1) select from the storage file the
next learning package on his or her schedule, (2) sit at a table
to read the necessary information sheet, (3) get some additional
information from a.refererice book located on a nearby shelf,
(4) locate a specific slide/tape presentation as directed in the
learning package and look at it on a slide/tape projector which
is set up in a carrel, and (5) fill in a worksheet or respond to
some ,self-check items included in the learning package. During
this time in the resource center, the student may be working
alone or with other students. Some questions or difficulties may
arise that require the assistance of the vocational teacher.
After preliminary work in the resource center, the student may go
out to the laboratory to work on the skill, tffen return'for addi-'
tional study if he/she runs into a problem.

All this illustrates that the vocational student in a pro-
cram using the CBE approach must have convenient access to study
tables, reference materials, and media materials and equipment,
and needs to have the teacher available for guidance. The
resource center is an area designed to provide all this and to
permit the student to work, at his/her own pace to'complete the
work required,. The environment should be attractive and should
be organized to encourage and support the student in the comple-
tion of the learning activities.

The demallds of individual occupational programs will vary,
Of course, as/will the amount of money the school may be able
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allot to establishing and maintaining a resource center. How-
ever, here are the items you should try to include in just abobt
any CBE resource center: i

O Storage for instructional materials--There should be
file cabinets for learning packages (lockable or not,
depending on your management 'system and your studentS).
Shelves will be needed for texts, reference books,
pamphlets, and other printed matter: File boxes or
storage drawers can contain slides, audio cassettes,.
viddptapes, and film loops. All of this should be
organized so as to be easily accessible and easy to

-c7

maintain control.

O Study and work tables--Tables are needed for many stu-
dent learning activities, including, reading, writing
self-check responses, practicing paper-and-pencil compe-
tencies, and planning project work. The number of study
tables will vary according to the programs to be served,
but a rough approximation would be seating space for, at
least 25 percent of the number of students in the pro-
gram.

O Individual study carrels--Carrels may be purchased or
made in the school shops. They should provide for the
installation of media equipment, the necessary electrical,
wiring and outlets, adequate lighting, and shelving for
reference materials. If the program's instructional
materials rely-heavily on media, several fully equipped
carrels may be required.

Counseling area--Some space with table and chairs should
be set aside for teacher counseling. The student should
be able to come to the instructor with technical problems,
and they should have a relatively' quiet ayea in which to
work together.

o 'Media equipment--Individualized competency-based voca-
tional programs usually involve heavy use of instructional
media. The versatile slide /tape projector has become
extremely popular in recent years and should now be
considered a basic piece of equipment.for the resource
center. Cassette-type tape recorders should also be
included. Now becoming widely used are videotape playback
units (Betamax color cassettes are becoming the standard).
Depending on your program, you may also want an 8mm film
loop projector and an overhead projector. It is best to
provide students with individual headphones for all audio,
equipment so as not to disturb others working in the area.
It is probably a wise idea to start the CBE program with
what is considered a minimum of equipment, with provision
to quickly add more units if and when the need becomes
apparent.
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The resource center for a CBE vocational program may be
located in one of severalplaces within the school. It may be a
part' of the school's main library, under-the management of the
library staff. This can be efficient in terms of the purchase
and control of materials, and it removes many management respon-
sibilities from the vocational teacher. It may, however, have
Some disadvantages in accessibility for students and teachets
alike. A central location, for'example, may not be very helpful
to the computer progratming student who needs to ask 4 technical
question. while working in the resource center, and whose instruc-
tor is located in another wing of the building. The student
coming in from working in the dairy barn or the auto mechanics
laboratory to review a slide/tape may,not feel particularly
comfortable in plush library surroundings.

If there are a number of vocational programs using the CBE
approach, the resource centers may be decentralized. There may
be a resource center established, for example, ,for the building_
trades cluster, another.for business and office practice, and a
third for the technical programs- -each located close to the
appropriate classrooms and laboratories. The materials .for the
programs can be conveniently organized. and managed by a trained
aide or clerk. These subject-area resource centers can be well
managed, quiet, and reasonably convenient. Of course, the stu-
dent still does not have the immediate help of the instructor,
but a well-versed aide can be of considerable assistance.

If it is possible, it is very desirable to have a resource
'center right within each program facility. It will be necessary
to provide a fairly quiet and clean area, separated by some.means.
from the more active and distracting aspects of the program.
Such a.resource centemcan be located in one corner of the voca-
tional laboratory, in the classroom area, or in an alcove or _room
immediately adjacent to the laboratory. Sometimes a shop balcony
is available. It can' be set off from the rest of the fac4ity by
bookcases:or shelving, glass dividers, or movable partitions.

The materils should be organized so students can locate
what they need without trouble, and so the instructor can main-
tain control of the instructional materials. Putting all
required materials for a particul.ar,competency into a single
file box is one /Solution. The box can be clearly marked and
shelved in proper order. Because students are acutely award that
these materials are essential to their own progress in a CBE
program, there are usually few difficulties with loss.

More and more competency-based-programs are locating their
resource centers right in'thz: Jai-oratory or classroom. Even
though this does place more responsibility on the knstructors,
they prefer this to being' separated from the work of their stu-
dents, as happens-when a central location is used. You will
probably want to work for this in your own/CBE program.
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the following section of
the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of the
following topic and questions, and record key points

\'jand decisions mide. A resource person will be avail-
able to assist you as needed.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
1

A

3. -FCBE Program'Components: Briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

g. Management anci Administration Describe any specific
management and administrative options that would be
appropriate for your' institution's CBE prdgram.

What, if any, additional (or reorganized) facilities
will be required?

What, if any, additional instructional or media
equipment will b needed?

HoW will CBE resource centers be provided?

HoW will resource centers be managed and staffed?

What are the priorities among the needed resources?

'How will instructional materials be stored main-
tained, and dispensed?

What institutional policies need to be changed to
accommodate CBE?

How will registration, tuition, and program comple-
tion procedures be arranged? Will, tM program be

''',--/ open-entry/open-exit?

How will occupational licensure requirements be
affected by a time-free program?

How will student progress and achieveMent be
recorded?

How will teaching loads and.other instructor repon-
sibilities be modified to meet/the needs of CBE?

What new staffinig requirements will there be? What
\ staff duties need 'to be changed?
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After your group_has completed the previous Section
of the implementation pgan, use the "CBE Implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Management/Administration,"
pp. 143-144, to evaluate your work.
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATION

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
Indicate that each of the followingperformance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstanCes, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible.to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

In planning how you will manage and
administer CBE in\your institution, you:

1. determined no;\14 resource center(s)
would be provided, considering:

a. available facilities

b. available staff

c. available finds

d. the actual need per program

,2. considered how ph sisal facilities
would be organize to accommodate
and foster CBE

3. determined how rec rds and materials
would be kept, incl

a. tentative proce ures

where ,records an materials'
would be housec3

143
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A PARTIAL FULL



c. persons responsible for develop-
ing and maintaining records and
materials

4. determined how the present manage-
ment system could be modified (fee
assessments, faculty load, awarding
of credits), if necessary, to
accommodate:

a. open-entry/Open-exit

b. self-paced rather than time-
based student progress

c. competency-based "grading"

d. increased one-on-one student-
teacher contacts

5. ensured that all management plans
were realistic and consistent with
the principles of CBE

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO PARTIAL I FULL

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives a NO; or\PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.



Enabling
Objective

Learning Experience VIII

OVERVIEW

Given implementation guidelines, determine strate-
gies for initiating the implementation of CBE at
your institution.

Activity You will be attending a 1 ge-group presentation
on implementation guideli es. You will also have
the opportunity to partic pate In a question-and-
answer session following the presentation.

You may wish to read the information sheet,
"Implementing CBE: One Institution's Approach,"

',pp. 147-154.

You and the other members of your group will be
completing the "CBE Implementation Plan," sections
3h and 4, 14). 155-156, which relate to how you
will initiate the implementation of CBE at your
institution.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing sections 3h and 4 of the plan, using
the "CBE Implementation Plan Checklist: Initi-
ating CBE," pp. 157-158
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Activity Attend a large-group presentation concerning imple-
mentation guidelines. This presentation will include
the following topics related to the start-up plans
and activities required for putting a program in
place:

OptiCinal
Activity

O Finalizing the implementation strategies and
techniques

® Determining who will-need to be oriented and
how

Determining which programs will be involved

Assigning responsibilities for implementation

O Setting a'time line fot implementation activi-
ties

The presenter(s) will provide opportunity for you to
raise questions concerning these topics.

For an explanation of some program development guide-
lines, including two models and an outline of major
implementation steps to be taken, you may wish to
read the following information sheet:8

IMPLEMENTING CBE: ONE INSTITUTION'S APPROACH

Once an analysis of the occupation has been completed, the
next major task is preparing material for the program. For every
skill identified on the chart, a learning package is prepared so
that the program is totally individualized.

A "Program Development Grid" (sample 11) has been designed
to assist in further analyzingteach skill identified by industry.
The grid is not designed to produce hard-and-fast specifications
of learning activities. Instead, it is designed to help instruc-
tors consider the .ange of'potential learning activities so they
can respond when the need arises.

8. Adapted in part from Lawrence Coffin, "Competency Based
Education Involving Business and Industry in Curriculum Design"
(Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada: Holland College,
n.d.).
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fi
SAMPLE 11

PROGPAM DEVELOPMENT GRID

SKILL 1

OBJECTIVE

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EQUIPMENT .

(7

INSTALLATION
OF EQUIPMENT

.

HUMAN
RESOURCES

SELECTION
OF PRINTED
MATERIAL

.
.

DEVELOPMENT
OF PRINTED
MATERIAL

._

SELECTION OF
A/V MATERIAL,

DEVELOPMENT OF
A/V MATERIAL

LABS
,

LEARNING
EQUIPMENT

.
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The first row on the program development grid is where the
objectives for each skill are recorded. From experience, it has
been discovered that( writing objectives for each skill enables
the instructor to give the trainee a more precise picture of what
the skill involves.

After the objectives have been written, the next step is'to
define learning activities. This involves assessing each identi-
fied skill and selecting appropriate work-oriented activities
through which the individual can ain experience and through
which his or her achievements can e evaluated. In most cases,
it is relatively easy to replicate industrial experiences in the
learning environment for most skills identified in the occupa-
tional analysis.

The next stage in the development process is the specifi-
cation of the appropriate learning environment for each skill.
It is important that, this be done by examining each skill and its
related learning activities. Selection of the learning environ-
ment for each skill is normally a matter of deciding between .the
job environment and the-simulated environment of the institution.

Locating and assigning human resources is a key area for a
successful program. One must be sure that all skills on the
chart are adequately covered by available human resources. This
involves assigning instructors to teach certain skills and
arranging to bring in resource perscps to handle any skills that
cannot be handled by the instructional team. The advisory com-
mitteefrequently can assist in the identification of resource
people from the community..

The next part of program development is providing learning
packages for each skill. Selecting printed material is the first
step normally taken and the reasons are obvious. First, there is
a wealth of printed materials available for most occupations.
Second, printed materials are much less expensive than other
media. Third, printed materials have traditionally been a pri-
mary source of information.

Developing some printed materials may be required because
available material is often geared to a higher or lower level of
sophistication than is required in'a particular program.

Use of audiovisual material is most desirable. Not only do
such materials provide alternate modes of presentation, but they
permit learners to observe and model desired performance. While
students could rely on the instructor to model this performance
for them, the individualization of the program will place exces-
sive demands on instructor time if such resources are not avail-
able.
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When there is a lack of suitable, commercially made audio-
visual materials, it will become necessary for the instructors to
develop suitable material. Certain occupations require students
to be skilled in techniques in which physical performance or
movement is critical. lIt is essential that there be provisions
made for presenting such techniques in the form of,formal demon-
strations by,skilled persons. Videotape is a most useful device
for quickly recording action or performance to provide'an of:Tor-
tunity for learners to model such a perforamnce. Normally a
variety of audiovisual materials is usually the best solution to
serving the needs of learners. Figures 5 and 6 show two models
for developing a learn'ng system in a CBE program.

In surnary, the f llowing major steps should be completed in
the implementation of ompetency-based education programs. The
assumption is made her that student and community surveys, etc.,
have already been cond ted to justify the need for the programs
to be implemented.

I. Identify the important competencies using one or more of
the following approaches/sources:
A. DACUM (Developing A Curriculum)
B. V-TECS TVocational=Te-Chnical-Education Consortium of

States)
C. State or regional curriculum laboratories
D. State department of educatiOn

II. Verify competencies
A. Use one or more of the following groups:

1. Occupational advisory committee
2. Other "expert" workers and supergisors

B. Determine the importance of each competency
C. May involve determining the frequency of performance

of each competency
D. May involve determining which competencies are

required for job entry

III. Analyze each verified competency
A. Review available literature
B. May want,to involve advisory committee
C. May want to involve experts from industry
D. Identify the following elements:

1, Subtasks (psychomotor) elements
2. Cognitive (knowledge) elements
3. Affective (attitude) elements
4. Prerequisite skills and knowledge
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FIGURE

DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR DACUM LEARNING PROGRAM
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FIGURE 6

LEARNING-EVALUATION MODEL FOR CBE.
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IV. TrAnslate each competency (task statement) into a
perlformance objective
A. \Each.objective should contain the following:

1. Statement of performance required
2- Statement of conditions
3. Tentative -list of evaluation criteria

V. Design instructional system
A. Decide on degree of individualization to be used
B. Decide on nature of learning materials to be used
C. Determine record-keeping procedurps to be used
D. Decide on grading system
E. Determine equipment needs, if any

VI. Develop, adapt, or select learning materials for each
competency , so
A. If developing materials, complete the following steps:

1. Devise or adopt a format
2. Draft introduction/rationale for each competency

/ 3. Identify enabling objectives
4. Develop learning experiences that include:

a. learning activities
b. Learning references and resources
c. Feedback activities

q5. Devise final experience and final assessment
criteria

6. Pilot test materials
7. Revise materials based on feedback

B. If selecting or adapting materials, complete the
following steps:
1. Develop or adapt a materials quality checklist
2. Review available ntaterials using checklist

a. -Current program materials
b. Other available Materaals

3. Select best available materials or adapt as-needed

VII. Prepare student'orientation materials and procedures
A. Develop student guide and /or, slide/tape presentation,,

etc.
B. Establish orientation procedures

VIII. Implement training program(s)
A. Monitor activities
B. Use,technical assistance as needed

IX. Evaluate instructional program(s)
A. Conduct formativeevaluati,gn
B. Conduct summative evaluation,
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X. Modify program as needed, and continue assessment and
revision
A. Involve staff planning and/or advisory committee
B. Use technical assistance to resolve any problems

encountered
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Join the other members of your assigned small group,
and work together to develop the- following

'sectionsof the "CBE Implementation Plan." Discuss each of
the following topics and questions, and record key
points and decisions made. A resource person will be
available to assist you ash

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3. CBE, Program Components: briefly address the following CBE
program component in terms of its application to your insti-
tution's CBE implementation goals.

h. Initiating CBE: Indicate here any specific staff devel-
opment and/or technical assistance activities believed to
be needed to facilitate.your institution's CBE imple-
mentation goals. Consider all groups (administrators,
faculty, community, etc.) and all aspects of the ko-
gram (materials development/adaptation, administrative'
changes, record - keeping,, etc.).

O How will instructors be specially trained to install,
and manage CBE?

How can outside consultants be used to orient, train,
and assist staff? to help solve administrative prob-
lems related to CBE?
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4. Specific Actions/Dates: As best, you can at this point,
outline below the major stept/actions that will need to be
accomplished to implement your proposed CBE program. Beside
each step/action, indicate who (by name or job title) will
(or should be) responsible for the activity, and a. proposed
beginning date for each activity.

rfr

Steps/Actions to Be Taken I Person(s) Responsible Begin Date

After your group has completed the previous sections
of the implementation plan, use the "CBE Implementa-
tion Plan Checklist: Initiating CBE," pp. 157-158 to
evaluate your work.
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST: INITIATING CBE

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the'N/A
column.

In planning how you will, initiate the
implementation of CBE at your institu-
tion, you:

1. identified any training activities
required to prepare staff .to
install and manage the CBE pro-
gram, including:

a. who would provide these
activities

b. when activities would be held

c. what staff would be involved

2. identified other specific actions
that would need to be accomplished
to implement your proposed CBE pro-
gram, including, for example:

a. finalizing tle implementation
plan

b. securing administrative support..

c. orienting staff, students, and
others to the program'
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO PARTIAL FULL
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d. promoting the program

e. recruiting students into thec,
program

f. reorganizing facilities

g reorganizing faculty load

h. 'identifying needed competencies..

i. developing or securing instruc-
tional materials

3. identified, tentatively, person(s)
responsible and beginning dates for
each activity above

P

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO I PARTIAL FULL

-Level of Performance: All items must receive FUL, or N/A
responses. rf any item receives a NO, or PA:PTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Learning Experience E;C

OVERVIEW

Activity

Based on the work you have completed in the first
eight learning experiences, prepare a total plan
for implementing a CBE program in your institu-
tion.

You and the other members of your assigned small
group will be reviewing and refining the plans
made in the first eight learning experiences, and
compiling your work into a single tentative "CBE
Implementation Plan," pp. 161-167.

You will be evaluating your group's competency in
developing a tentative CBE implementation plan for
your institution, using the "CBE Implementation
Plan Checklist," pp. 169-176.
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Join the other members of your assigned small group.
Remove and compile the green "CBE Implementation
Plan" sheets from learning experiences I-VIII, and
work together to review and refine these plans into a
total, cohesive, coordinated tentative plan. Have
one person (e.g., the recorder) document this plan,
using the following "CBE Implementation Plan" form.

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Present Situation: Briefly outline the current status of CBE
implementation efforts at your institution.

What specific positions have the board or administration
taken in regard to CBE?

o What, if any, programs are already totally, or partially
competency-based?

O What CBE activities, if any, have been planned or con-
ducted?

2. Desired Situation: Indicate any specific goals or objectives
for the improvement of instruction that have already been
established.

Is funding and staff available to facilitate change?
Are there any known constraints or concerns that may
impede change? If so, what are they?

40/161
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3. CBE Program Components: Briefly address each of the follow-
ing CBE program component in terms of its application to your
institution's CBE implementation goals.

a. Essential Elements and Desirable Characteristics of CBE:
Review the five essential elements of CBE and the asso-
ciated desirable characteristics.

Can your institution accept each of these CBE fea-
tures?

Mlat, if any, features would have to be deleted or
Modified for your institute? Why? What implications
does this have for the quality of your CBE program?

b. Competency Identification and/or Verification: Indicate
'''rtearly how the identification and/or verification of

occupational competencies should be handled in your
institution.

Will you verify locally competencies developed else-
where?

® Will you identify competencies locally?

What process will you use?

162
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c. CBE Instructional Materials/Media: Indicate how CBE
materials will be provided.in your institution.

Will materials be developed or purchased or both?

Will a common materials° format be recommended?

What major criteria will be used in judging the
quality of materials?

If materials are to be developed, how will the pro-
duction of materials be organized? Who will develop
the materials? How will their work be supported
(training, funds, time)? How will the materials be
produced, reproduced, and paid for?

If materials are to be purchased, how will outside
sources be identified, evaluated, and selected? Will
these materials be adapted or used as is? How will the
purchase costs be covered?

d. Instructor/Student Role Orientation: Describe how the
instructors/teachers and students in your institution
will be oriented to their new roles.

How can the cooperation of these persons best be
obtained?

What orientation activities will be conducted?

What orientation materials will be used? How will
they be developed/obtained?
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e. Assessment Procedures: Briefly describe the appropriate
CBE evaluation instruments and grading procedures for
your institution.

o What types and levels of assessment ar_e_needed?

y 0 What types of instruments will be used? Will they be
developed inhouse or obtained from outside resources?
What sources?

What assessment procedures will be used?

What performance standards will be set?

o What'are the roles of the instructor, student, and
administrator in assessment?

O How will grades for completed modules and for course's
be determined?

f. Instructional Model: Briefly describe the ideal CBE
instructional model for your institution.

What procedures will be folloWed when a student
enters the program?

How will students' present competency level be
evaluated and validated?

How will individual student prograMs be designed?

How will studentinstructor contact time be orga
nized?

What other special instructional features will be
emphasized in your CBE program?
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g.* Management and Administration: Describe any specific
management and administrative options that would be
appropriate for your institution's CBE program.

_What, if any, additional (or reorganized) facilit-ies
will be required?

What, if any, additional instructional or media
equipment will be needed?

How will CBE resource centers be provided?

How will resource centers be managed and staffed?

What are the priorities among the'needed resources?

How will instructional materials be stored, main-
tained, and dispensed?

What institutional policies need to be changed to
accommodate CBE?

How will registration, tuition, and program comple-
tion procedures be arranged? Will the program be
open-entry/open-exit?

How will occupational licenure requirements be
affected by a time-free program?

How will student progress and achievement be
recorded?

How will teachinaleads and other instructor respon-
sibilities be modified to meet the needs of CBE?

What new staffing requirements will there be? What
staff-duties need to be changed?

v
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h. Initiating CBE:. Indicate here any specifid staff devel-
opment and/or technical assistance activities believed to
be needed to facilitate your institution's CBE implemen-
tation goals. Consider all groUps (administrators,
faculty, community, etc.) and all aspects of the pro-
9(ram (materials development/adaptation, administrative
hanges, record-keeping, etc.).

ow will instructors be specially trained,to 'install
and l'anage CBE?

® How can outside consultants be used to orient, train,
of assist staff? to help solve administrative prob-
lems related to CBE?

c.,
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4, Specific Actions/Dates: As best you can at this point,
outline below the major steps /actions that will need to be
accomplished to implement your proposed CBE program. Beside
each step/action, indicate who (by name or job title) will
(or should be) responsible 'for the activity, and a proposed
beginning date for each activity.

Steps/Actions to Be Taken Person(s) Responsible Begin Date ,

A
im
Ch

ter your group has completed the. tentative
lementation plan, use the "CBE Implementation
klist," pp. 169-176, to evaluate your work.
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Institution

Date

CBE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL column to
indicate that each of the.following performance components was
not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
If, because of spebial circumstances, a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column.

In describing your institution's current
status and desired situation concerning
CBE, you:

1. were able to identify how the board
and administration regard CBE

2. described CBE programs and activi-
ties already planned or underway

3. were able to identify funds avail-
able to implement CBE

.4. were able to identify staff avail-
able to implement CBE

5. were able to identify known con-
straints or concerns

6. noted any CBE features that would
have to be deleted or modified foi-
your institution

7. consider carefully how these dele-
tions or modifications would affect
the quality of your CBE program

/& &/169
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In planning how you will handle the
competency identification process in
your institution, you:

8. decided whether to identify com-
petencies. locally or tb verify
locally competencies developed
elsewhere

9. made your decision based on:

a. the competency identification
system currently in use in your
institution

b. competency lists prepared within
' your state for yOur use (e.g.,

by the state department)

c. competency lists available for
your specific vocational/techni-
cal programs

d. budget available

10. decided what process to use in
identifying/verifying competencies
(e.g., conventional, DACUM)

11. decided who would be involved in /,11e

identification/verification process
_(e.g., staff, advisory committ44t1/

In planning how you will provide CBE
materials in your institution, you:

12. decided whether to secure materials
elsewhere or develop them locally

13. made your decision based on:.

a. the instructional materials cur-
rently available in your insti-
tution
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b. CBE materials prepared within
your state for your use

c. CBE materials available for your
specific vocational/technical
programs ..

d. budget available for development;

, e. staff available for development..

14. decided on the development process
to be used, if materials are to be
developed locally, including:

a. how staff will be trained

b. how staff will be provided with-
the development time ,required....

c. general format to be used

d. media to be included, if any

e. criteria'for evaluating mate-
rials

In planning how you will orient students
and instructional staff at your institu-
tion to CBE, you:

15. considered their current ,level of
awareness concerning CBE"

16. tentatively outlined strategies and
techniques to be used in the orien-
tation process, including those
designed to orient students and
instructional staff to:

a. characteristics of CBE

b. their changing roles in a CBE
program

c. your specific CBE program
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d. CBE instructional materials.

e. CBE facilities

f. CBE process

17. identified persons who could con-
duct the orientation process

18. identified materials needed for the
orientation process and how they
would be obtained

19. considered staff and budget limita-
tions in making your plans

In planning the CBE assessment procedures
you will use in your institution, you:

20. determined whether checklists were
available or would need to be
developed locally

21. determined who would have responsi-
bility for securing or developing
the checklists (and how they would
be trained, if necessary)

22. established tentative assessment
procedures appropriat' for your CBE
program, including:

a. student's role in the process....

b. instructor's role in the process.

c. at what points assessment would
be conducted

d. proVisions for recycling

23. established a set of tentative per-
formance standards (racing scale)
appropriate for your CBE program
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24. considered how achievement of compe-
tencies would be translated into
"grades," ensuring that the method
selected was compatible with:

a. the essential characteristics
and desirable elements of CBE....

b. your institution.!--s grading
system

c. student needs

d. employer needs

e. the limits of instructor time

25. determined if instructors and stu-
dents would require training in
using the assessment procedures, and
how this training would be provided..

In planning the CBE instructional model
you will adopt at your institution, you:

26. made 'decisions based on the follow-
ing factors:

a. how competencies would be
identified

b. what instructional materials
would be used

c. how students would be assessed

27. considered the degree of individ-
ualization to be sought

28. considered any special features to
be included
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29. developed a tentative overall
instructional model that is:

a. consistent with CBE concepts

b. internally consistent DO

c. all-inclusive, covering how
instruction will be provided to
students from initial entry
into the program to final exit..

d. realistic in terms of your
staff, students, and institu-
tional mission and philosophy....

In planning how you will manage and
administer CBE in your institution, you:

30. determined how resource cetiter(s)

would be provided, considering:

a. available facilities.

b. available staff...

c. available funds

d. the actual need per program

31. considered how physical facilities
would be organized to accommodate
and foster CBE

32. determined how records and, materials
would be kept, including:

a. tentative procedures

b. where records and material
wo.,Ild be 'housed

c. persons .responsible for develop-
ing and maintaining records and

materials
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33. determined how the present- rnanage-
.ment system could be modi01ed (fee
assessments, faculty load, 'warding
of credits), if necessary, to
accommodate:

a. open-entry ...... .

b. self-paced rather than time-
based student progress . ..

c. competency-based "gradIrlg"..-...

d. increased one-on-one 5ttadent-
teacher

34. ensured that all management plans
were realistic and consistent with
the principles of CBE

In planning how you will initiate the
implementation of CBE at zatai112
tion, you:

35. identified any training activities
required to prepare staff t4
install and manage the CBE Aro-
gram, including:

a. who would provide these
activ

b, when activities would Pe held...

staff would. be in/lved...

1,.L:ied other specific actions
wLuld need to be aceonlished

il:,;.ement your proposed Cgs pro-
7afp, :cluding, for example:

miizing the implementation
......

curing adi6inistrative support..

1-75
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c. orienting staff, students, and
others to the program

d. promoting the program

e. recruiting students into the
program

f. reorganizing facilities

g. reorganizing faculty load

h. identifying needed competencies

i. developing or securing instruc-
tional materials

37. identified, tentatively, person(s)
responsible and beginning dates for
each activity above

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL, or N/A
responses. If any item receives,a NO, or PARTIAL response,
revise your plan accordingly.
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Activity

Learning Experience X

OVERVIEW

Given that the workshop is drawing to a close,

complete a workshop evaluation form and any other
remaining tasks, and submit a copy of your small
group's institutional CBE implementation plan to a

resource person.

You will be participating in a large-group session
during which you. may raise any questions you have
that are still unanswered.

You will be submitting a copy of your small
group's institutional CBE implementation plan to a

resource person.

You will be providing the workshop staff with
feedback on your overall workshop experience by
completing a workshop evaluation form.

HAVE A SAFE TRIP HOME, AND GOOD
LUCK IN COMPLETING THE FINAL EXPERI-
ENCE OF THIS WORKSHOP MODULE.
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Learning Experience XI

FINAL EXPERIENCE

Activity

Within your own institution,. develop and implement
a competency -based education (CBE) instructional
program.

After completing the workshop activities and
returning to your own institution, develop and
implement a CBE instructional program. This will
include--

finalizing your CBE implementation plan

obtaining the necessary support for your
program

initiating the CBE implementation plan

obtaining feedback and refining the CBE
implementation plan accordingly

Your total competency will be assessed by you,
using the "Program Developer Performance Assess-
ment.Foem," pp. 181-182.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assess-
ment instrument, you will determine whether you
are competent in developing and implementing a
CBE instructional program.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

Develop and Implement a Competency-Based
Education Program (CBE-1)

Directions: Indicate the level of your accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
heading. If, because of special circumstances, a performance
component was not applicable, or impossible to execute, place
an X in the N/A column instead.

In developing and implementing a CBE
program, you

1. made a final determination of the
basic characteristics of your
program plan

2. got commitments from the groups or
individuals whose support is neces-
sary for funding and implementing
the program

3. planned and conducted 'orientation/
training sessions for staff and
others involved in implementing
the program

4. made a final determination as to
/ which competencies or other bases
Would provide structure for the
program

5. located or developed, and obtained
the necessary instructional mate-
rials to be used in implementing
your program

teo/181
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6. implemented any management systems
as identified in your plan (e.g.,
staffing, record keeping, schedul-
ing, etc.).

7. arranged for any necessary facili-
ties and equipment (e.g., resource
center[s])

8. monitored implementation progress
to determine modifications and revi-
sions needed in the CBE program

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR or FAIR
response, discuss this with other institutional staff, and in
keeping with the competency-based concept, if necessary, do it
again until it works!
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